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Four deaths raise U.S. war toll to 4,000

By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD (AP) — The overall
U.S. death toll in Iraq rose to 4,000
after four soldiers were killed in a
roadside bombing in Baghdad, a grim
milestone that is likely to fuel calls for
the withdrawal of American forces as
the war enters its sixth year.
The American deaths occurred
Sunday, the same day rockets and mortars pounded the US.-protected Green
Zone in Baghdad and a wave of

attacks left at least 61 Iraqis dead
nationwide.
An Iraqi military spokesman said
today that troops had found rocket
launching pads in different areas in
predominantly Shiite eastern Baghdad
that had been used by extremists to fire
on the Green Zone, which houses the
U.S. Embassy and the Iraqi government headquarters.
"We hope to deal with this issue
professionally to avoid civilian casual-

ties," said spokesman Qassim alMoussawi.
The four soldiers with MultiNational Division — Baghdad were on
a patrol when their vehicle was struck
at about 10 p.m. Sunday in southern
Baghdad, the U.S. military said.
Another soldier was wounded in the
attack — less than a week after the
fifth anniversary of the conflict,
Navy U. Patrick Evans, a military
spokesman, expressed condolences to

all the families of soldiers killed in
Iraq, saying each death is "equally
tragic."
"There have been some significant
gains. However, this enemy is resilient
and will not give up, nor will we," he
said. "There's still a lot of work to be
Last year, U.S. military deaths
spiked as U.S. troops sought to regain
control of Baghdad and surrounding
areas. The death toll has seesawed

since, with 2007 ending as the deadliest year for American troops at 901
deaths. That was 51 more deaths than
2004, the second deadliest year for
U.S. soldiers.
The Associated Press count of
4,000 deaths is based on U.S. military
reports and includes eight civilians
who worked for the Department of
Defense.

II See Page 8A

Lawmakers
may open
budget talks

TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes
EGGS-ITEMENT ON THE COURT SQUARE!: About 140 excited youngsters swarm the grounds on Murray's Courthouse
Square Saturday morning looking for Easter Eggs during Easter on the Square. It didn't take the youngsters long; more than
3,000 bright-colored plastic eggs stuffed with candy were gone in a "Murray minute."

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)_ When legislative leaders met to hammer out the final details of a state budget two years ago, windows
were covered with paper, hallways were roped off and state police
troopers stood guard.
That may not be the case this year. Top-ranking lawmakers sai
they may be opening up their budget talks.
House Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green. said last week
he'd push to open the discussions following comments by his legislative counterpart Senate President David Williams.
'I would like to conduct it in the open if we can do that. Now.
don't know whether we can do that and come to any conclusion <IT
not," Richards said. "But I have no problems with having every latt
of it in wide open view of the public and press."
Hours later Williams, R-Burkesville, said through an aig,
Lourdes Baez-Schrader, that he would agree to the meetings beint
open.
The move follows comments Williams made last week in which
he questioned Rep. Harry Moberly's involvement in making spending decisions for Eastern Kentucky University, an institution where
the key House budgeteer is employed as a vice president. Moberly
fired back, calling the Senate's leading Republican an "egomaniacal
dictator."
Whether the verbal sparring helps lawmakers craft a budget with

II See Page 2A

Fuel crisis having impact on trucking industry
ing companies, according to charges only for loaded miles
By HOLLY WISE
the ATA. In addition, 70 per- "when we pick up a load from
Staff Writer
As the price of gasoline and cent of all freight tonnage is point A deliver it to point B.
But." he added, "if we go from
diesel continues to rise, so do hauled by trucks.
Tom Stevens, Paschall Truck point B to point C, which may
concerns of commercial trucking companies caught between Lines vice president in Mur- be 50 or 100 miles away, no
historically high fuel costs and ray, said the majority of cus- one pays us for that fuel surtomers are charged a 59 cent charge."
pressure to deliver goods.
According to Fneke, truckAccording to the American per mile fuel surcharge. With
Trucking Association (ATA), the cost of fuel increasing, ing companies are implementfuel costs are at a historic high though, businesses have to pay ing ways to reduce fuel expenwith last week seeing a 15.5 more to get goods delivered. ditures but some of those methAs a result. Americans could ods are conducive only to large
cent increase.
The Commercial Carrier face an increase on everything trucking operations.
A lot of trucks have speed
Journal reported a national they purchase.
On average, trucks get 5.5 governors, a device which caps
increase of 69.4 cents in the
last five weeks, which makes miles per gallon making the the speed of a truck. A couthe price of fuel $1.293 more fuel cost approximately 71 cents ple years ago, those may have
as compared to the same week a mile compared to past costs been set at 68 mph; now they
of 20 to 25 cents a mile. are being "turned back" to 62
last year.
or 65, according to Fricke.
"At this point, it is a cri- Stevens confirmed.
"For some companies that's
For some companies, the
sis," said Kentucky Motor
Transport Association president pressure from customers to keep a $7 million savings by doing
Jamie Fricke. "The trucking the fuel surcharge down is too that small switch," he said. "For
company is made up of most- much and it ends up costing the fleet that's 5-10 trucks, it's
ly small carriers. Sixty per- the company to haul their not going to be that big of an
cent of the carriers are 20 freight. At this point, the com- impact.GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
In addition to "turning back"
trucks or less and it has a pany must either find a new
trucks, companies are also pur- Robert Spann of Murray pumps fuel for his rig Thursday morning at the BP Station on U.S.
huge impact on their ability client or park the truck.
"With the smaller companies, chasing alternative idling units 641 North
to operate."
Projections from the ATA they don't have the ability or but those carry a cost of $8,000
According to Murray Tran- planned right now in the funcWhen Johnson began workpredict the trucking industry leverage to go to the customer to $9,000 and smaller compawill face a fuel bill of $135 and say 'I need this (fuel sur- nies can't afford them, he added. ing for the district in 2001, sit Authority Executive Direc- tion of the transportation departBut the trucking industry is the diesel budget was $90,000. tor Bjarne Hansen, they are ment.
billion in 2008 based on cur- charge) or I'm not going to
"Right now we are keeping
rent price trends. This com- haul your freight," said Fricke. not the only business affected It is now $300,000 — amount- projecting a 26 percent increase
our service as it stands, which
next year in diesel costs.
pares to the 5112.6 billion spent "It's almost impossible for them by increasing diesel prices. ing to $1,500 a day.
"We can reach $4 a gallon means we're not changing," he
"We have to tighten our belt
According to Mike Johnson,
to get a fuel surcharge.in 2007.
whenever
someone snaps their said. "In the future, there may
like
any
other
school
in
just
transportation
director
at
companies
the
the
larger
Even
impact
on
direct
has
a
This
have to be some modifications
communities, of which 80 per- that charge a fuel surcharge the Calloway County School the state," he said. "It's effect- fingers," he said.
Despite the cost of fuel,
cent receive their goods exclu- could end up losing money. District, the cost is "having a ing us like it is any other business."
Hansen said changes are not
sively from commercial truck- According to Stevens, PTL big effect on us."
Page 2A
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Winters reviews
week in Frankfort
education. roads, water and
With less than 10 days
sewer lines, and health services.
remaining in the 2008 General
We hope to vote the budget out
emphaAssembly session, our
of the Senate today (Monday)
its has shifted more strongly to
where it will head to a conferdeveloping a two- ence committee between House
and Senate in order to find conyear
budget for sensus.
The Senate also passed styKentucky.
eral important piece of legisla1 have
lion. House Bill 250 Senate
worked in
Committee Substitute (SCSI is
smallan attempt to codify recent
group
major opinions of the
work sesLegislative Branch Ethics code,
sions that
and to amend or add provisions
have
ative
Legisl
to the Executive Branch Ethics
combed
e
Updat
Code to more closely align it
through
E3y Seri Ken
with the Legislative Branch
the House
Winters
our ethics code in the,
('ode.
budget
R-Murray
Legislature is known as one of
document
the toughest in the nation.
and outThe bill covers several areas
lined alternative proposals. We
as banning campaign consuch
with
will offer a leaner budget
tributions or gifts to statewide
less bonding than the House.
candidates or executive branch
First, I would like to assure
officials by lobbyists and peobill
no
be
will
there
that
you
pie either holding or looking to
coming out of the Senate wiw
win state contracts or grants. In
as
either
future
our
on
the dice
n, senators and represcnadditio
some are still pushing through
would be prohibited
tatives
the
in
ent
amendm
ng
the gambli
from asking for or accepting
House.
political donations from lobbyIn addition, we have chosen
not to restructure our bond debt ists.
Kentuckians should expect
payments. This would be like
high standards from their electsuspending your home monwill
gage payment for a year but the ed officials and this bill
help them have confidence in
cost of this 'added time would
the integrity of both the execube spending more on-future
tive and legislative branches.
interest payments. This is not
The bill now goes to the House
what is known as refinancing.
for review.
With restruciunng. the interest
Finally, for the past several
rate may be no Wier and often
years. the Senate has worked on
worse.
safeIf a family cannot make their implementing strong mine
would
213
SB
s.
measure
ty
tiorthen
t,
paymen
ge
mortga
require two medics to be on
rowing themselves out of debt
duty during work hours and
The
idea.
sensible
a
is not
that transport vehicles be kept
same principle applies to state
near miners so that they can be
s,
familie
Like
government.
to the surface quickly in
taken
government should also be
ncy. The bill further
emerge
an
belts
our
ing
tighten
capable of
would require coal companies
With that said, our budget,
ates at
while austere. I will continue to to post GPS coordin
mine sites so that medical hellprovide adequate funding for
copiers can be provided with
precise directions.
Kentucky enjoys one of the
electncal rates in the
lowest
NOTICE
nation and it is because of the
The Citizen Advisory
Committee for the City of hard working men and women
Murray Comprehensive Plan in the mines. It is nght that we
Wit be meeting on Tuesday try to keep these workers as
et 5:30 p.m in the council safe as possible.
Chambers of City Hall to
Your input is valuable to our
begin discussion on updates
ive process. We have a
legislat
Plan.
e
hensiv
to the Compre
the
number I/800-372e
to
open
toll-fre
This meeting is
and all citizens are 7181 you can call to leave your
4 to attend and partici- opinion on a bill and you can
i :d
)
:
pate in this meeting.
also find us online at
III To report a Town Crier
www.Irc.ky.gov.
16
nem. call 753-19

ItiveCrier

Local schools
square off in
region Gov. Cup
Staff Report
Local avademic teams faced
off against each other Saturday
at East Elementary School for
the Regional Governor's Cup
competition.
Local teams competing
included East, North and
Southwest Calloway
Elementary schools, as well as
Murray Middle School.
Benton Elementary won the
regional tide with 36 points.
North finished in second
place with 31.5 points, followed
by MMS (I6.5). East ( II ) and
Southwest (7), according to
competition officials.
Students from Murray and
Southwest Calloway schools did
not compete in Quick Recall,
but did compete in the written
academic testing phase of the
contest.

North students include Mark
Tyler, Sam Morehead, Halee
Bergman, James Harrison,
Hunter Bailey, Josh Betts,
Bnanna Dodd, Alec Munsell.
Cassidy Neal, Logan Palmer
and Emily Wood.
Members of the East Team
competing in the overall contest
included Aaron Allen. Joe
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Brashear. Nate Clause, Erik
Southwest, East eleay,
Callow
ic teams from North
Mikulcik, Chance Overbey and Academ
gathered at East
s
school
Middle
Murray
and
y
mentar
Lucas Hill.
or's Cup acaGovern
l
Southwest Calloway students Calloway Saturday morning the regiona
competing included Maddie demic competition. North students (top photo, left to nght)
Balmer. Ryan Grace. Alicia Mark Tyler, Sam Morehead, Halee Bergman and James
Grady. Andrew Green and Noah
quesHarrison come up with an answer to the moderator's
Hopkins.
tary
Elemen
Sharpe
from
ts
studen
t
agains
tion
competi
MMS students competing tions in
s
school'
the
in
t
contes
the
included Ben Jackson, John during the Quick Recall part of
tary
Elemen
East
from
ts
Parker.
n
studen
Brenda
four
of
.
Koelsch
library. Also, two
Prashant
the compeTodd,
Rachel
(above) confer on an answer to a question during
ter,
Edrnins
Chakradhar. Lauren
ium.
tition in the school's gymnas
Trent Lyons and Ysabel Levitz.

•Budget talks ...

Z

In recent years. lawmakers
have twice left town without
a looming $900 billion revenue passing a budget.
Negotiations between the
shortfall remains to be seen.
deteriorated
What's certain is the legislative House and Senate
the state
whether
over
2002
in
clock is ticking.
financing in
"I am bitter about it. but I'm should fund public
s. In 2004,
going to put that aside and go in gubernatorial election
Fletcher's
Ernie
Gov.
former
y
Moberl
and act in good faith,'
overhaul
told reporters last week. "and proposed tax code
insurmountable
the
became
on
chip
a
with
there
in
go
not
sticking point.
my shoulder.'
This year. lawmakers have
the added pressure of a looming
$900 million projected revenue
shortfall because of sagging tax
revenue and soaring government expenses.
Gov. Steve Beshear proposed
an austere two-year budget of
more than $18 billion that called
for 12 percent cuts to government agencies and public universities: Beshear has called on
lawmakers to raise the state's tax
on cigarettes by 70 cents as a
way to boost revenue to avoid
the cuts he proposed.
House lawmakers have
approved a spending plan that
calls for a quarter increase in the
state's cigarette tax and raising
various other taxes on services.
They claimed it was aimed at
avoiding the cuts proposed by
Beshear.
Beshear and the House have
disagreed over the plan.
Senate lawmakers expect to
unveil their own plan on
Monday and have the full chamber vote on it later that day. That
would begin a budget process
that has typically led to lengthy
closed-door negotiations.
Usually a small group of kg'stators representing the full
General Assembly meet in pnvete to hammer out the final
details of a voluminous twoyear spending plan The 138
lawmakers that make up the
House and Senate have then
voted that proposal into law
shortly later
Often, some lawmakers have
bemoaned the fact that they've
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AP'
a:
Rep. Harry Moberly, 0-Richmond, makes a point during
Friday.
Ky.,
rt,
Frankfo
in
ence
news confer
not been involved in the
process. Others have complained they were voting on a
document the contents of which
they're not entirely sure.
Last week, Williams claimed
that Moberly has in the past
advocated for EKU to receive
authorization for certain projects.
'I've been at the conference
table in the conference many
times when he (Moberly) has
stood up to have things added
for Eastern Kentucky University
in the budget, OK.' Williams
told reporters last week. 'Now.
that's just the way it is and if he
doesn't get what he wants in the
budget. nobody else as going to
get what they want in the budget.'
Moberly said Williams comments were 'a total falsehood.'
Instead. Moberly claimed
Williams has been responsible
for budget negotiations collapsing in the past.
'He has evolved into an egomaniacal dictator and he will

brook no dissent from anything
that he really wants and he's
after me because I stand in his
way.' Moberly said.
Moberly said Friday he
favored opening the process up
to the public.
'I want everybody to see
what he (Williams) does.'
Moberly said.
Rep. Stan Lee, the House
from
whip
Republican
Lexington. said he had 'no
problem with turning the lights
on and letting people in there to
see what goes on.'
Conducting the public's business out of the reach of public
scrutiny contradicts the idea o
open government. Richard
Bellies. chairman of Common
Cause of Kentucky. said.
'I really don't think that
they'll do anything improper.'
Betties said. 'But it still will not
be in the public's interest overall
if you close it dunng some periods. It gives them more and
more opportunities to close
things.'

•Trucking industry ...
From Front
but at this point, there is a
significant need for public transportation and we are there to

meet that need"

There arc two main factors
attributed to the prices consumers are facing at the pumps
According to ATA those (ac-

tors are surging crude oil pnces•
and the increased global.
demand for diesel fuel particularly in China. India and.
Europe.
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KFC grilling up new items

KentuckylnBrief
Closing arguments set in death
penalty case over clerk's slaying
COVINGTON. Ky (API - Iht witnesses

have testified and the
evidence has been introduced.
Next, jurors in the murder trial of Dominic Rarfsnider are scheduled to hear dosing arguments on Tuesday in the first death penalty
case in Kenton County in six years.
Ra*snider, 29, of Covington is charged with the robbery and murder of David Joseph, a clerk at a Marathon gas station just after 9
a.m. on Oct. 3, 2006.
The money, knife and clothes Raitsruder was wearing during the
attack never have been found. Raitsnider told investigators he
dumped the evidence into the Ohio River.
Joseph, svho came from India to study veterinary medicine, died
at University Hospital in Cincinnati the day of the attack He was 43
and engaged to be married.
Rattsnider's public defenders, the husband-and-wife team of Jeff
and Tnsri Brunk in addition to Jim Horns, contend their client suffers
trom psychosis compounded by drug abuse.

Inmate escapes from women's prison
PEWEE VALLEY, Ky.

(AP) — A woman serving 5-years for robbery has walked away from the Kentucky Correctional Institute for
Women.
Prison officials say 25-year-old Amanda Crenshaw was reported
missing from the minimum security unit at about 12:30 p.m. EST.
Crenshaw was serving a 5-year sentence for convictions out of
Jefferson County for 2nd degree robbery. She would have been eligible for parole in four months.
Crenshaw is descnbed as a 5 feet 5 inch white female with brown
hair and brown eyes.
Anyone with information regarding Amanda Crenshaw is asked to
contact Kentucky State Police at (502) 227-2221.

Ohio River falls below flood stage

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Ohio River has fallen below flood
stage, making travel easier for commuters in Louisville.
But officials say a lot of silt and debris remain, and some roads will
remain closed Monday morning.
The river stood just below flood stagiONt23 feet at the upper
gauge at McAlpine Locks and Dam at 11 p.m. Sunday. It had fallen
below flood stage at the lower gauge by 3 p.m.
The river crested Friday, about 3 feet above flood stage, and as
the water receded it left a mess.
River Road was open from Prospect to downtown Louisville, but
city officials say a stretch between Third and Seventh streets remains
closed Monday morning.

Prosecutors: Ex-soldier's
case wanted in civilian court
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The rape and murder case
against a former Fort Campbell
soldier belongs in civilian court,
not the military's court-martial
system as his lawyers have
argued,federal prosecutors said.
Prosecutors said in court filings that former soldier Steven
D. Green was properly discharged from the military before
being charged as a civilian with
raping and killing an Iraqi girl
and killing her and her family in
2006 when he was deployed
with the 101st Airborne
Division.
Green, 22, of Midland.
Texas, faces a possible death
sentence if convicted on 16
charges that include premeditated murder and aggravated sexual assault. He pleaded not guilty
in November 2006.
Four other soldiers pleaded
guilty or were convicted for
their roles in targeting the girl
from a checkpoint near
Mahrnoudiya, a village 20 miles
south of Baghdad. and helping
rape and kill her.
Two of the soldiers testified
they took turns raping the girl

Monday, March 24, 2006• 3A

while Green shot and killed her
mother, father and younger sister, and that Green raped the girl
and shot her.
The charges against U.S. soldiers in the attack on the family
did not come until Green
already had been discharged
from the Army for a personality
disorder.
While defense attorneys have
argued Green was not properly
discharged and should remain
under military jurisdiction and
face a court-martial instead of
trial in federal court, prosecutors disputed that in their latest
filing.
"He received a discharge certificate, a final accounting of
pay was made, and contrary to
his assertions, he successfully
completed Ft. Campbell's clearing process for outgoing service
members." assistant U.S. attorneys Marisa Ford and Brian
Skaret wrote.
In 88 pages of motions filed
Friday night. federal prosecutors also argued that the decision to seek the death penalty
for Green is valid and that the
case is supported by evidence.

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) What in the name of Colonel
Harland Sanders is going on at
KFC? The chain built by his
secret recipe for fried chicken is
about to give equal billing to,
gulp, grilled chicken.
Kentucky Fried Chicken customers will be greeted eventually by lighted Now Grilling'
signs, starting in coming wMcs
in select U.S. cities. Storefront
signs will be altered to promote
the new product — called
Kentucky Grilled Chicken. Even
the brand's ubiquitous chicken
buckets will get a makeover.
"This is transformational for
our brand," said Doug Hasselo,
KFC's chief food innovation
officer.
Louisville-based KFC,a subsidiary of Yum Brands Inc.,
hopes grilled chicken will lure
back health-conscious consumers who dropped fried
chicken from their diets, or cut
back on indulging. KFC
announced last year that fried
chicken at all its U.S. restaurants
had zero grams of trans fat per
serving after the chain switched
cooking oils.
KFC says the grilled chicken
has significantly fewer calories
and fat, plus much less sodium,
than its Original Recipe fried
chicken that launched the brand
more than a half-century ago.
The chain says it now serves
some 12 million customers daily
at more than 14,000 outlets
around the world.
The grilled product, served
on the bone, is being tested in
six cities — Indianapolis,
Colorado Springs, San Diego,
Oklahoma City, Jacksonville,
Fla., and Austin, Texas. A
national rollout is planned early
next year.
The company says prices for
grilled and fried chicken will be
comparable. Even while planning a big marketing push for
grilled chicken, KFC executives
insist the chain is not backing
away from its most famous
product. New fried chicken
items are planned this summer.
Larry Miller, a restaurant
analyst with RBC Capital
Markets, said the chain faces a
possible "speed bump" in winning over health-savvy consumers. But if grilled chicken
becomes a hit, it could boost
KFC's U.S. performance, which
has lagged behind its burgeoning China business in sales and
profit growth. Miller said.
Last year, Yum had 30 percent operating profit growth in
its China division, where KFC is
a dominant fast-food brand,
while U.S. operations had a 3
percent decline. Yum's other
chains include Taco Bell. Pizza
Hut, Long John Silver's and
A&W All-American Food
Restaurants.
'If they can get people over
the hump — which is 'Do I
believe KFC can sell me a
healthy alternative' — they'll

WHAT YOU

AP
Kendra Humphrey of Indianapolis tries out the grilled thicken at Kentucky Fried Chicken in
Indianapolis,Friday. KFC hopes grilled chicken will lure back health-conscious consumers who_
dropped fried chicken from their diets, or cut back on indulging.
increase their (customer) fre"KFC has sort of been miss- redesign to promote fried anti
quency.' Miller said. don't see ing in action for healthier grilled chicken.
too much risk in trying it."
options," she said.
Still, Hasselo acknowledged
By expanding into grilled
The grilled chicken easily that changing perceptions about
chicken, the chain hopes to build beats KFC Original Recipe fried KFC won't happen overnight.
on its core dinner business and chicken in calories, fat and sodi"With
Kentucky
Fried
strengthen lunch and snack seg- um, but Hurley warned a grilled Chicken being part of your
ments, said KFC President chicken breast contains 600 mil- name, trying to get people to
Gregg Dedrick.
ligrams of sodium, slightly more understand that you have these
KFC has flirted with non- than a third of what someone 50 non-fried options available now.
fried chicken before, but each years or older should consume — it's not an uphill battle but it's.
initiative flopped. •
daily. By contrast, an Original certainly something we have to.
In the early 1990s, the chain Recipe fried chicken breast has work on and make sure we comintroduced a rotisserie-style 1,020 milligrams.
municate well," he said.
chicken, but it was doomed after
Still, there's likely more on a
Brian Shinn, in charge of
a couple of years by equipment plate than just KFC chicken. operations at 13 Colorado
problems and long cook times. Hurley said she'd like to see Springs KFC stores pan of the
A tender roast product followed, KFC offer healthier side dishes grilled chicken test, said some
but it lasted only a couple of as an alternative to such stan- KFC franchisees have been frusyears.
dards as macaroni and cheese trated with the chain for not
KFC executives say the com- and mashed potatoes and gravy. rolling out non-fried items soonpany has solved operational
"Just because you're getting er.
problems with a new oven that grilled chicken doesn't mean
"When we saw everything
grills a batch of chicken in just you can just chow down on bis- going healthy, we needed to
over 20 minutes.
cuits," she said.
jump on sooner," Shinn said. "We think we finally have
KFC says some of its restau"We have to play catch up
cracked the code," Hassel() said. rants offer salads.
now," he added.
Jayne Hurley, senior nutriIn promoting the new grilled
KFC has been testing
tionist with the Center for product. KFC plans to change Kentucky Grilled Chicken for
Science in the Public Interest, a "Kentucky Fried Chicken" about 21/2 years. and even the'
Washington-based advocate for storefront signs to add grilled to chain's president admitted-MIX
nutrition and health, said KFC the name. Chicken buckets will been anxious at times about-the
deserves credit but the chain still feature KFC founder wait.
lagged behind competitors.
Harland Sanders but will get a

CHRONIC PAIN AND
FIBROMYALGIA SUFFERERS
Let Our New Computer Technology
Detect the Hidden Cause of Your Pain
ci

F.D.A. registered, computer aided technology is now
being used to assist in detecting underlying nerve
and muscle problems that can be responsible for
Chronic Pain and Rbrornyaigia

Cl

tit-Mq2).

This painless, low cost, surface thermography and
surface electromyography procedure can assist
doctors to diagnose many painful conditions without
the use of needles. Misdiagnosis has been cited as a
reason for chronic pain. New technology now
reveals that underlying nerve and muscle problems
can be the cause of pain associated with the above
conditions
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We offer:

Limited Time Offer
1 For two weeks (March 24 through April 7)$20
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Let our new computer program pinpoint me
cause of pain. Call Dr. Jon Wuest and
make an appointment today.

dramatically increases survival

•In-depth Consultation about your health and
s well being
II
• A complete Chiropractic Spinal Examination

rates March is Colorectal Cancer
AwwenesS Month ask your
doctor TODAY about your

• Thermographic Check with Specialized
Technology seen above

colorectal cancer screening

• Specialized X-ray and analysis(Normally $ISo I
I or more)
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I • Answers to your questions about %hat
I Chiropractic Care can do for you.
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• Modern Diagnostic Equipment
• Insurance claims filed - no charge
• Friendly Staff
• Financing for the Uninsured
Some Conditions we commonly see...
Headaches. Migraines, Dizziness
Numbness, Pain in legs and arms
Don't suffer needlessly any longer. Our proven
methods have helped thousands regain their health
and life back.('all today to see if you qualify for our
Fibromyalgia treatment program.

I.,

Dr. Jon Wuest
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759-1945
1313 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071

803 Poplar Street - Murray. KY - 270

0 - www.murrayhospital.org
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By KIM ST1NSON-HAWN
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Slowing poverty
There is a bill that seems to have slipped through the
cracks on the floor of the House that would help correct
tele of the grossest imbalances M our state and slow the
Ugly growth of poverty in Kentucky. House Bill 566 would
credit low-income working families — families like mine -a percentage of the income they earn, and in doing so help
more than 350.000 working families in need.
To give an example of how this bill would help Kentucky families, let me tell you a little bit about my family.
I have two intelligent and precocious daughters, 8 and 3.
In an effort to increase his potential earning power, my husband has gone back to school as a non-traditional student. 1
M11 a playwright and a part-time data collector, traveling all
over southeastern Kentucky. I depend on my 10-year-old car
to do my job. If this bill passes, the tax credit would go
towards fixing the clutch in our car, which I need to keep
my job. Times exactly the intent of this bill: it is not a
handout. it's a hand up to keep families like mine afloat
while we raise our children.
Twenty-three other states hive MC's. and Kentucky is
among the states that desperately need one. Almost 20 percent of Kentuckians live below the poverty line: our poverty
rates are well above the national average, and are on the
rise. More and more families are slipping further from
financial stability, let alone the American Dream, especially
as college tuition continues to rise.
The problem is not our people. The problem is our
economic policy. And we can change it. this session with
HB 566. In Kentucky. low-income families spend more of
their income in state and local taxes than our wealthiest do.
According to a 2005 Center of Budget and Policy Priorities
report. a family of four living just above the poverty line
pays more income taxes in Kentucky than they would pay in
any other state. How can families pull themselves out of
poverty while Kentucky taxes low-income families right back
into its depths? The state Earned Income Tax Credit in HB
566 will help correct this imbalance, helping families like
mine stay afloat. Its an investment in our hard work.
Conservatives and progressives support an EITC. including Presidents Nixon. Reagan. Carter and Clinton. What's
holding Kentucky back from enacting our own state EITC?
Its not the state budget woes-if anything. the projected fundmg cuts are a reason to enact this legislation sooner rather
than later.
And FIB 566 offers a way to fund this anti-poverty
measure by restoring the estate tax that has been phased out
over recent years on estate valued at more than $3.5 million.
Peter Meyer is an economist. He stands to inherit an
estate that would he taxed under HD 566. Peter and I are
both members of Kentuckians For The Commonwealth. and
we both testified for H13 566. We have very different
incomes, but we both lee that this bill is good for Kentucky.
"I'm not overtaxed in Kentucky, but low-income working
families are. And this money will do more for Kentucky in
their hands than it would in mine," Peter said in his testimony. "The families that will earn this credit will be spendmg the credits right at home, buying school clothes for their
kids and fixing their cars so they can get to work. That
means MCC Saks for local businesses, and more tax revroues for Kentucky This us just smart policy."
This hill is smart policy. It's smart to help working
parents afford to keep their jobs. It's smart to try to rid the
state of the poverty that plagues us. It's smart to- build a
tax code that is fair to every family. In my work and in
ity community. I sec children of families who MC affected
by rising energy, food and health care costs. I see the disparity in our world today, in our own commonwealth, and I
!sorry about how my children will be affected by it as they
grow up My husband and I are working as hard as we
ean to make investments in our daughters and our community. and we know this bill would make that more possible.
This bull is a good and necessary first step towards supporting people in every community of Kentucky.
My message to our legislators is simply this
please
vote yes on House Bill 566.
Xon Stinson-Hawn is a pksywrseht and a member of Kenflat ksans For The Consmonwealth. She lives in Madison
County with her family.
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Tea for two and more
Afternoon tea. The phrase alone
evokes images of women in white
gloves, pinkies extended, chatting tastefully amidst the clink of silver spoon
against bone china cup and saucer.
Those with cravings
for such grandeur. can
travel to New York's
Plaza Hotel where,
due to a recent
$400,000 million renovation, one can enjoy
daily tea in the Palm
Court beneath a
newly restored
stained-glass
ceiling
Maim Street for a mere $60
per
By Constance
Alexander
Person cost
Local
Oh. and for more
Columnist
exotic tastes, an alternate menu featuring
lobster, caviar and
truffles can be had for $100 each.
No jeans, tee-shirts or sneakers are
permitted for those who take lea at the
Plaza. and patrons are asked to turn off
cell phones before entering. Reservations are required.
Rather than trek to New York for
tea, people in western Kentucky might
mosey down to Hazel, about six miles
south of the Murray border, to the
brand new Magnolia Tea Room, owned
by Scott and Pat Seiber.
Just like the Plaza, reservations are
required for tea, served from 2:30 to 4
on Friday and Saturday afternoons.
Walk-ins, however, are welcome for
lunch, served Wednesday to Saturday,
11:00 am.-to 4:00 p.m. and patrons are
invited to come as they are.
Pat Seiber confesses that owning a
tea room was not one of her lifelong
dreams
"1 neser had the faintest idea I'd do

this," she says with a shrug. "But this
old house had such potential. I thought
it could be an antique store, or a bed
and breakfast, and then I saw something on 'Tennessee Crossroads' about a
tea room and thought this house would
be perfect."
Others did not recognize the potential of the turn-of-the-century. two-story
home that had been vacant for about
eight years before the Seiber's bought
it.
"Some people thought the house
should be pulled down," Pat says, mentioning a tree growing up through the
porch. and damage cause by neglect.
weather, and a tew cars over-correcting
at the curve of Route 641 and crashing
into the house.
In spite of a few irregularities in
construction - "Not a square corner.
anti not one level floor," Pat asserts the house is solid oak and built to last.
Starting in December. 2006, Pat and
her husband rented two commercial
dumpsters and began the task of cleaning out debris from years of disuse.
Then there were repairs, remodeling
and renovation that transformed the
place from an eye-sore to an oasis with
a welcoming front porch. a charming
picket fence, and a bright red front
door festooned with a spring wreath of
lilacs. hydrangeas and petunias.
'The front hall is elegant, with an
oriental rug. a tapestry featunng knights
and ladies, and an antique coffee and
tea service of gleaming silver. On the
north side, the formal parlor is where
tea will be served on Fridays and Saturdays.
An expansive Victorian breakfront
displays lovely china, some plain ivory
with delicately fluted edges. and others
white with purpk violets. Sun spills in

the windows and onto the tables where ,
friends can enjoy a tea menu that
includes delicacies such as curry tea
sandwiches, blue cheese and cranberry
tarts, orange cranberry scones, chocolate.
dipped cherries, raspberry sorbet, to
name some of the offerings for the
month of April.
On the south side of the house are
other rooms open to the public at
lunch, each one with white hydrangeas
on the tables, floral table cloths, Victorian artwork of pastoral landscapes and :
thatched roof cottages.
Up the angular, oak staircase is a •
private dining. room, a sitting room and
a bathroom with a claw-footed tub that •
Pat and Scott Seiber somehow lugged
all the way up themselves.
Magnolia Team Room is on Main
Street in Hazel, at the corner of Gilbert
Street. just north of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Manager Sallee Beckett and
chef Shanna Smith are there to ensure
good food and a relaxing atmosphere
Pat Seiber describes with a string of
adjectives: "Formal, leisurely, pleasant,
male-friendly. and just a way to get
away from the hustle and bustle."
The Magnolia Tea Room is open for
lunch Wednesday through Saturday from
11:00 to 4:00 pm. The one sitting for
tea on Friday and Saturday is 2:30.
Call for tea reservations: 270-492-6284. ..
For additional information on the
history of afternoon team log on to: .;
hup://whatscookingamerica.net/History/Hi
ghTeaHistory.htm.
Read Main Street online at
e.wwmurravledger.com. Contact the
columnist directly at constancealexander4newwaveconun.net.
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Ark. city worries after plant fire

Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson

BOONEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
Mn. Elizabeth Thompson, Orlando, Fla., formerly of Murray,
died Saturday, March 22, 2008, at 8:45 p.m. at Dr Phillips Hospital, - The Cargill meat packing
Orlando. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. plant was an economic lifeline
to this small west Arkansas
town, a place where almost
Gabriel Kristopber Turner
everyone worked its lines or
. Gabriel Knstopher Turner, int ant son, Murray, died Friday. knew someone who did.
A fire and set of explosions
March 21, 2008, at 9:50 p.m. at the University of j.ouisville
that destroyed the plant Sunday
Sospital, Louisville.
Survivors include his parents, Kristopher Travis and Rachelle may sever that link to the city's
4,000 residents forever.
adwell Turner. one brother, Cadwell Travis Turner, paternal grand"They'll be applying for
parents, Oscar Jr. and Carol Turner, and paternal great-grandmother, unemployment
and
food
Margaret Taylor, all of Murray; maternal grandparents, Don and stamps" if the plant closes, said
ere& Larimer, Calvert City; maternal great-grand parents. Arlie and Manuel Mann, 69. pastor of the
Mary Larimer, Benton; one aunt, Tonya Cadwell Parrott and hus- Southside Assembly of God in
band, Rob, and one uncle, Brandon Lanmer, all of Paducah. two Booneville. "It's really going to
hurt and this town is already
dousins. Tyler and Logan Parrott.
hurting."
Preceding him in death were his maternal grandfather, Charles
Firefighters were unable to
Cadwell. maternal great-grandparents. Jessey and Mary Boswell and fight the Sunday afternoon blaze
Jack and Jessie Cadwell, and paternal great-grandparents, Alfred because of dangers posed by the
estimated 88,000 pounds of
Taylor and Oscar and Mary Emma Turner.
A graveside service will be today (Monday) at 2 p.m. at the anhydrous ammonia stored at
Sinking Spring Cemetery. Rev. Glynn Orr and Elder Arlie Larimer the plant. The Cargill Meat
Solutions plant had another
will officiate. No visitation is scheduled, but friends are asked to
100,000 pounds of nonflammameet at the cemetery today (Monday) prior to the services.
ble carbon dioxide, which is
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- used in refrigeration systems,
ments. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneral- said Renee Preslar. a spokeswoman
with
state
the
home.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made University of Louisville Department of Emergency
Management.
Hospital, Neonatal ICU,530 S. Jackson St., Louisville, KY 40202.
Officials said dispatchers
received the first emergency call
Mrs. Merry Lou Whitt Sears
about the fire at 12:58 p.m.
Mrs. Merry Lou Whitt Sears, 98, Hickory, died Saturday, March Sunday.
Workers "were doing some
22, 2008, at 7:30 a.m. at Medco Center.
An avid quilter, she was the oldest member of Folsomdale welding on some fans," Logan
County emergency manager
Church of Christ.
Don Fairbanks said. "The
Preceding her in death were husband, Clarence Albert Sears; her welders had put their equipment
parents, William Boyd Whitt and Etna Jane Rhodes Whitt; one up and turned around and there
brother, Terre] Whitt; one half brother, Jay Ragsdale; one half sister, was a fire."
As the fire grew, officials
Ruth Ragsdale.
Survivors include three daughters, Janet Mabry and June Hart, said a series of small explosions
rattled the 150,000-square-foot
both of Hickory, and Jane Morganti, Murray; one son, Glen (Sonny)
plant, which consisted of metalSears, Lowes; 10 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; three great- framed buildings.
By late
Sunday afternoon, a hazardous
great-grandchildren.The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of materials team entered the smolMilner & Orr Funeral Home. Jerry Senn will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Folsomdale Church of - Forecasters warned commuChrist Building Fund, do Roger Hart, 9450 St. Rt. 1241, Boaz, KY nities in the Arkansas prairie
along the White River that they
42027.
could suffer their worst flooding
in more than a quarter-century
Mrs. Esther E. Blakemore
Mrs. Esther E. Blakemore, 80. Paris, Tenn., died Thursday, under clear skies and sunshine.
"You may be wondering why
March 20, 2008, at Plumbley Rehab, Paris.
.Born Dec. 31, 1927, in Cottage Grove, Tenn., she was the daugh- we issued a flash flood watch in
ter of the late Herschel and Jewel Page Olive. Also preceding her in eastern Arkansas when there is
death were two sisters. Jennie Kennely and Mildred Todd, and one little to no rain in the forecast,"
John Robinson of the National
brother, Herschel Olive Jr. She was educated in the Henry County
Weather Service in North Little
Schools.
Rock wrote Sunday in an e-mail
Survivors include six sisters, Evangelist Bessie L. Williams, Z,ora
to reporters.
Sanders and Pauline Byars, all of Paris, and Virginia Skinner and
'There will be water going
husband, Robert, Joy Diggs and husband, Wilie, and Verlynn Gaines into areas
where people have not
and husband. Leroy. all of Murray, Ky.; three brothers, Bobby Olive seen it before, and may not
be
and wife. Mary, and Sylvester Olive and wife, Freddie, all of Paris. expecting to see high water."
and R.C. Olive and wife, Florence, Murray; several nieces, nephews Robinson wrote.
and cousins.
Upstream. the Black River
The funeral will be Tuesday at II a.m. at the Church of the Living sliced through a 60-year-old
God Temple #347, Porter Street. Paris. Elder T.L. Taylor will be levee before emergency workers
eulogist.
and volunteers could stem the
Pallbearers will be James Taylor, Marquice Byars, Joe Olive,
Clovis Ray, Richard Byars. Cortez Thomas and Mitchell Taylor.
Burial will follow in the Greenwood Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the church after 10 a.m. Tuesday, Trinity
Funeral Home of Paris is in charge of arrangements.
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AP,

This image provided by KFSM 5 News shows a meat packing plant explosion that forced 180,
people from their homes Easter Sunday in Booneville, Ark. Emergency responsers said none,
of about two dozen employees or contractors in the plant were injured.
denng plant to check the gauges
on the anhydrous ammonia
tanks. They all read empty, said
Tonya Roberts, a spokeswoman
for the emergency response
effort.
"It either went up into the
atmosphere or burned up,"
Roberts told reporters at a news
conference. "The piping from
the tanks runs all throughout the
plant, so there are lots of places
for it to leak or burn."
The leak prompted an evacuation of about 180 people in the
town. Residents of a nursing
home and patients at the city's
hospital were among those

chased from the area. No one
was injured.
A witness said she heard the
explosion while staying at a
hotel near the plant. Meredith
Voges, 22, of Connecticut,
called the scene chaotic.
"The whole factory was
ablaze with black smoke flying
into the air, plumes of smoke,"
said Voges, in the area to shoot
footage for a television program
about a Booneville school principal.
At least one fire still burned
Sunday night at the plant, which
produces more than 2 million
pounds of ground beef and steak

a week. Cargill officials did not
offer a damage estimate, .but
Logan County Judge Edgar Hok
estimated the plant was worth
more than $100 million before
the fire.
"They just did a $40 million.
expansion and it's gone," Holt
said. Cargill Inc. has about
2,000 employees in Arkansas,
according to a fact sheet on its'
Web site. Mark Klein,
spokesman for the Minneapolisbased company, said the plant is
closed Sundays but about 20
contractors and a few other
employees were at the site at the
time of the fire.

Flood warnings issued despite sunny skies in Ark.

tf

tide with a mountain of sandbags Saturday. The Black enters
the White River near Newport in
northeast Arkansas.
Forecasters issued a flash
flood warning through this
morning for communities along
the White River.
The Arkansas Department of
Emergency Management said
water broke through two spots
of the Black River levee.
Spokeswoman Renee Preslar
said the break was fueled by
water pouring in from soaked
southeastern Missouri, flooding
outlying areas to the south of
Pocahontas.
Arkansas emergency management officials have said early
estimates for statewide damage
to homes, businesses and infrastructure was at $2 million,
though that figure was expected
74

s

to grow. Forecasts show it likely
will be the middle of this week
before rivers statewide see significant drops.
Arkansas Gov. Mike Beebe
has declared 35 counties disaster
areas.
Last week's torrential rainstorms also caused flooding in
parts of Ohio and southern
Illinois and in wide areas of
Missouri.
At least 17 deaths have been
linked to flooding, wet roads and
other weather effects over the
past week, and one person is
missing in Arkansas. Thousands
of Missouri residents have had
fled to Red Cross shelters or to
the homes of friends or relatives.
The Mississippi River at
Cape Girardeau was 40.9 feet
Sunday, 9 feet above flood
stage, and was expected to crest

at 41.5 feet Monday morning.
Towns south of where the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers
meet in Cairo. Ill., braced fog
flooding expected in the next
couple of days.
"They're not going down
yet," said John Campbell,operations chief at Missouri's State
Emergency
Management.
Agency.'They're still rising."
The Mississippi at Cairo, Ill,
was expected to crest at 54 feet
Tuesday morning, 14 feet above
flood stage.
Moderate flooding was forecast for New Madrid, where the
river was expected to crest at 42
feet Wednesday evening. The
river will crest at 41 feet in
Caruthersville Friday morning.
the National Weather Service
said.
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Kerry David Hurt
The funeral for Kerry David Hurt was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. George Culp and Rev.
Ricky Cunningham officiated. Burial was in the Gore Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Santa Project Toys
for Kids, c/o the Benton Rotary Club.
Mr. Hurt, 49, Almo, died Friday, March 21, 2008, at his home.
He attended Hardin Baptist Church. His father, Roy Hurt, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife. Brenda Miller Hurt, one son, Cole
Hurt, one daughter, Kayla Hurt, and his mother, Charldene Blagg
Hurt, all of Almo; two sisters, Pam Willoughby. Puryear, Tenn.. and
Ronna Clevidence, Benton.
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Randy Eugene Melton
Randy Eugene Melton, 53. Hiram, Ga., died Thursday. March 20,
2008. His father, Wade Everette Melton. preceded him in death.
Survivors include a special friend, Marlene Tidwell. Hiram: his
mother, Evelyn White Melton, Old Hickory, Tenn.; three sisters,
Linda Cook and husband, Steve. Nashville, Tenn., Catherine Bogard
and husband, Greg. Murray. and Robin Melton aad Philip
Birmingham. Old Hickory; one brother, Larry Melton. Grand
Rapids, Mich.; nieces and nephews, Stacie. Tara. Katie and Beau
Bogard. Bailey Melton, and Taylor Birmingham.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 3 p.m. at Maplewood
('emetery. Pans, Tenn. Gary S. Collier will officiate.
McEvoy Funeral Home of Paris is in charge of arrangements. but
no visitation is scheduled.
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Dan Yates paddles his neighbors Kathy Lamkemeyer and her
daughter. Natalie. 9. down Beach Drive so they can look at
the damage to their home caused by the flooding of the Big
River in Jefferson County, Mo. Sunday
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You don't have to be a farmer to get

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Horn( • Auto • Manufactured Home 4, Farm • Life • Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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COMMUNITY
CCHS taking nominations
for Decision Making Council be

Owens guest
speaker
for New
Beginnings
Scott Owens, a member of
Church
Baptist
Westside
and Sales Associate with Cen21
tury
Loretta Jobs
Realtors,
recently
shared some
thoughts
with New
Beginnings
Support
Group. His
foltalk
Owens
lowed the
outline of JETS.
After telling how he feels
his life adventure as a Christian reminds him of his experiences of traveling by jet, he
used these words to keep to ,
his acrostic. I - Judging, EEquipping. T - Training. and
S - Serve or Simple.
As he elaborated, the group
got the message that I Corinthians 4: 2-4 teaches us not to
judge one another. Philippians
4:13, I Corinthians 12. and
other verses from the Bible
tell us that God equips his
people.
Under Training, Owens said
that as it takes a village to
raise a child, it takes a church
body to raise a C'hristian. He
also made the point that the
devil's job is to deceive, divide
and destroy; but the Christian
has the power through Jesus
to tell Satan to be gone.'
The last point Serve or Simple: the believer is to serve
out of gratitude of their salvation and the unbeliever needs
to understand that it is so simple to become a believer.
Owens closed his session
with these Scriptures: John
3:16, Romans 82.and Matthew
24:3840. He also sang a song.
The next Support Group
meeting will be April 5, with
Cheryl Cooney. member of
Baptist Church
Eastwood
speaking. The public is invited to join an these potluck meals
and Bible Study times. For
more information or a ride.
call 7534)156.
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By Jo Burkeen
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Editor

Calloway County High School will
-Based
taking nominations for the School
p.m.
3:30
until
now
l
Counci
g
Makin
n
Decisio
be
will
n
electio
The
15.
on Tuesday. April
held Monday, April 28, 2008.
Parents/guardians of students who will
year
attend CCHS for the 2008-2009 school
and
are eligible to run. A nomination form
in
up
picked
be
may
sheet
l
Informationa
of 8
the school's office between the hours
.
a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday

s
Health Express lists stop
way Coon-.

Health Express of Murray-Callo
,
ty Hospital will offer blood pressure checks
pulse and blood sugar screenings on TuesPuryear, Tenn.,
day from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Dollar Store,
Hazel; on Thursday
in
C-Mart
Hazel
at
p.m.
3
to
froml
and
at First United
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 tO 3 p.m.
Methodist Church, Murray.
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National Poetry Month will feature
poetry written by area children
ne's life," Mark
In honor of National Poet- in almost everyo
"and we think
s.
explain
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a theme we can examray State University's Teacher that is
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AARP Chapter will meet
of the AARP will meet Tues-

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter
chair of the
day at 11:30 a.m. at Paglial's. Dr. Steve Jones,
and gerontology,
department of social work, criminal justice
the age of 50.
will speak about "Geriatrics." Persons over
attend.
to
aged
encour
retired or employed are

Springs Elementary. The students had just completed a unit
on symbols of America. and
each was assigned to research
one, such as the Statue of Liberty. Lincoln Memorial, Arlington National Cemetery. Constance Alexander helped them
give their symbols a voice
through poetry. "That's a pretty complex idea," she remarked,
"but I think WKMS listeners
will be impressed at the profound feelings expressed in the
children's poems."
WKMS-FM is a listenersupported Public Radio station
serving a 27-county region. The
Teacher Quality Institute's Faculty Scholars work collaboratively with teachers in area
schools acting as content specialists to strengthen classroom
performance with the ultimate
goal of improving student learn-For more information about
the project. contact Constance
Alexander at 809-2686 or email her at Constance.Alexander 4r)coe.murray state.edu.
WKMS-FM is 91.3 in Murray; 92.1 in Paducah; 105.1 in
Madisonville: and 99.5 in Paris.
Tenn.

be given
Assistance for veteransbe will
given free counseling

Veterans and their families will
federal benefits
and assistance in filing claims for state and
Guard Armory
l
Nationa
the
at
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon
ntative of Kenreprese
field
l
regiona
e,
McClur
Ron
.
Murray
at
the assistance.
tucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give
40 or e812-08
1-877call
,
For information and appointments
gov
re@ky.
.mcclu
ronald
mail

meet
Alzheimer's Group will Suppor
t Group will

meet
The Alzheimer's Disease Education
Murray-Calloway
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of
. For more
County Hospital. All interested persons are invited
762- 1278.
at
,
L.S.W.
le,
Ragsda
information call Cindy

meet
Breast Cancer group will
will meet Tuesday

at 6:30
Breast Cancer Support Group
s. For
Wellnes
&
Health
for
Center
at
oom
classr
p.m. in the
62.
489-24
at
information contact Evelyn Wallis

Spanish class items available
class

items from the
Certificates of completion and other
County Extenay
Callow
the
at
held
s
Spanish Class for Farmer
at the Calloway
sion Office are available to be picked up
. For inforCounty Extension Office, 310 South 4th St., Murray
mation call 753-1452.

Murray Singles will meet
led to

meet Tuesday at 7Murray Singles (SOS) is schedu
tion
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For informa
36.
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Mike
or
09
call Pat at 489-29
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Enter
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Bingo planned Tuesday

from
Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday
Funds
.
Murray
Rd.,
Squire
332
at
6:30 to 9 p.. at the building
tional
from the Bingo help support local, national and interna
61.
293-70
call
tion
informa
more
charities. For
The

here on April 5
'Bands N 5 BBQ Blowout '08' scheduledBattle
things to buy, sell and enjoy.
The Murray -Calloway Coun
ty Parks and Recreation Department and the Murray state Umversity Public Relations Student Society of America will

s
BBQ
present "Bands
Blowout '08" on Saturday. April
5. from 10 a.m. to dusk at the
Munay-Calloway County Central park.

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEAD START,
EARLY HEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION/SCREENINGS
First Floor Alexander Hall- MSU (16th Street)
270-809-3262
. March 28th, 2008 from 8-4
Friday
ants)
Applic
(Now
(Appointments Only)
r
Please call 809-3262 for an appointrnent to registe
and have your child screened
Registration for Preschool Returning children is
schoduied for Friday, Apnl 77th, 2008 from 8-3
EilCrillitiTV REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL HEAD START
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nesses offering a myriad of ipating in the Battle
Bands competition or the BBQ
goodies.
Tubbs,
This a spring festival fea- Cook-off. contact Megan
PRSSA
turing music, food and lots of president of the MSU
at
e-mail
by
Chapter
megan.tubbsregmail.com
Proceeds from this event
will benefit both the Murray Calloway County Parks and
Hickory Woods
Recreation Department and
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TOPS Chapter will meetsensibly)

Chapter #469
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds
ay Pubwill meet Tuesday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Callow
Cunie
Stephan
call
tion
informa
For
lic Library as the library.
ningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

TOPS Chapter will meet

9
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from
For
e.
welcom
are
s
.
Visitor
Church
an
to 10 a.m. at First Christi
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

MHS Alumni will meet

The Alumni and Friends of the Murray City Schools will
meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's to finalize plans for the.
All-Class reunion. Efforts are being made to broaden represen-'
tation in the group and your participation is encouraged.

Special meeting at CCHS
tee

of Calloway CounThe Instructional Time Loss Commit
g Tuesday at 3:15
meetin
first
its
have
will
School
ty High
p.m. in room 207 of the school.

Schools committee will meet
e

Calloway County Schools Comprehensiv District Improvement Plan Committee will meet Monday at 6 p.m. in the
office of the Calloway County Board of Education. Any interested members of the community are welcome to attend, according to Randy McCallon, assistant superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.

ght
Extension Council to meet toni
County Extension

The quarterly meeting of the Calloway
Council will be tonight at 7 at the extension office. A meal
will be served at 6:30 and a program will be presented. All
CEC members are encouraged to attend. For information call
753-1452.

Weather spotting class tonightt

The National Weather Service will conduc an Advance
SKYWARN weather-spotting class tonight at 630 p.m in room
146 of the Collins Industry & Technology Center at Murray
State University. The class is free and advanced registration is
not required. For information, call at 293-0068

Ladiesof thelaks
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will play bridge
on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at
the club house
Cynthia Darnall will be hostess and ladies are asked to
call her at 759-3484 to sign

up for play on Wednesday
Winners of bridge play on
March 19 were Melva Hatcher, first place, and Jo Anne Auer,
second place, according to Sue
Veazey, hostess

COMICS/ FEATURES

Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Mark Gottfried, basketball
coach at Murray State University.
has accepted a position as basketbaJI coach of the University of
Alabama at Bununghtun
Kenny Bryan Emstberger, senior at Calloway County High
School, has been named a finaligt in the National Merit Scholarship program. He is the son of
Mr and Mrs. Steve Ernstberger.
New officers of the Murray
Magazine Club are Betty Hornsby. president; Betty Lowry, vice
president; Rainey Apperson, secretary. and Edwina Garrison, treasurer

. 20 years ago
The speculation builthng in the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation in the
Industrial park on US 641 North
of Murray, remains unoccupied.
but EDC Robert (Buddy) Buckingham is confident that it will
soon be leased to an industrial
firm.
Births reported include a girl
to Glenda and Robert Omar, March
18; boy to Sheila and Jerry Nance
and a girl to Jeannette and Timothy Grubbs, March 19; a girl to
Sherry and Hugh Caner and a
girl to Tonya
and
David
Hollingsworth. March 20.
30 years ago
Published is picture of the architect's drawing showing the changes
that would be made at he intersection of 12th and Main Streets
if he project to four lane 12th
Street is approved. The major
changes involved will be the addition of left turn lanes and left
turn priority signals for traffic
turning.
Celebrating
50th
wedding
anniversaries on March 26 will
be Mr. and Mrs. Noble Freeland
and Mr. and Mrs. H.D. Hart.
Fred Shepard, a potter and head

of the ceramics department at Murray State University. has been
elected president of the Kentucky
Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.
40 years age
The awning in front of Lindsey's Jewelers Store on the west
side of the court square fell during the night from the weight of
snow that hit the area on March
22.
Published Is a picture of John
Youngennan, new Murray Jaycee
president, speaking at the Jaycee
banquet. Other officers are George
Metcalf, external vice president;
Phillip Rogers, Internal vice president; Ray Newsome, secretary;
Van Waugh, treasurer.
Births reported include a boy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Freddy Herndon,
March 21.

50 years ago
New officers of the Calloway
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross are Waylon Rayburn,
chairman, Mrs. C.J. McDevitt, vice
president and secretary: James
Thurmond, treasurer; and Mrs.
Mary Pace, executive secretary.
Births reported include a girl
to Thomas and Jo Hannah, March
8.

60 years ago
Brewers Redmen won 38-36
over Male for the championship
of the Kentucky High School Basketball Tournament. The team was
welcomed by thousands of fans
as they arrived in Marshall County after crossing the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge and coming through Calloway County before going to
Brewers. Dr. Rainey T. Wells was
speaker.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. C.D. Buchanan,
March 5.
Betty June Drinkard and James
E. Coleman were married March
13.

Todaylnliistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 24,
the 84th day of 2008. There are
282 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 24. 1958, rock-androll singer Elvis Presley was inducted into the Army in Memphis,Tenn.
(After nearly six months of basic
training at Fort Hood. Texas, Presley was posted to Friedberg, West
Germany; he was honorably discharged in 1960.1
On this date:

In 1934. President Roosevelt
signed a bill granting future independence to the Philippines.
In 1944, in occupied Rome,
the Nazis executed more than 300
civilians in reprisal for an attack
by Italian partisans the day before
that had killed 32 German soldiers.
In 1955, the Tennessee Williams
play "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof'
opened on Broadway.
In 1976. the president of
Argentina, Isabel Peron, was
•y
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Romantic TV ads raise bar
too high for real-life men
has been extremely successful.
While diamonds may be 'a
girl's best friend,' most women
know that a life partner who
gives them attention, affection,
praise and assistance when they
need it as. a jewel more prethe commer- cious than any stone could
cials try to ever be.
•••
make men
feel guilty
DEAR
ABBY:
My
because they boyfriend, "Russell," and I have
aren't like been together almost five years.
the
ones He recently started school to
portrayed.
become a plumber. The probI
have lem is, Russell has dyslexia
tried telling and is struggling in school
him
that When I try to help him with
men
are, his homework, he becomes
indeed, this defensive. He knows he needs
By Abigail
way, but I tutoring, but hasn't put forth
Van Buren
couldn't any effort into seeking help.
think of any examples other
There's a test he needs to
than my brother and my father, pass before his next class starts
who are very romantic.
in May. He has already failed
There are more than two men it once. How can I help him?
who excel at romance, aren't -- DESPERATE GIRLFRIEND
there? Don't most men know
DEAR DESPERATE: Difhow to sweep a woman off ferent people have different
her feet? -- KELLY IN AUSTIN learning styles. Some people
DEAR KELLY: Although learn from books while others
I haven't taken a poll, I'm learn more easily by watchguessing that a majority of ing how things are done.
men know how to sweep a
Encourage Russell to check
woman off her feet -- which at his school to see if anyone
is why the species has sur- there could refer him to a tutor
vived. However, your husband specializing in learning disorhas a point. Gifts are not the ders. He could also check to
only way to make someone see if any of the local plumbspecial feel loved.
ing companies offer an apprenCommercials are created in ticeship program that will proorder to manipulate the pub- vide him with on-the-job trainlic into buying, and if the ing rather than classwork.
1.0
amount of consumer debt being
carried by U.S. households is
DEAR ABBY: Will you
any indication, that strategy please advise me on how to
tell our computer friends not
to send "junk' e-mail? My
husband and I are annoyed
deposed by her country's military.
with all the chain letters, jokes,
In 1980. one of El Salvador's
cartoons, opinion letters, cutesy
most respected Roman Catholic
pictures, etc. we are receivChurch leaders, Archbishop Oscar
ing. I don't bother to read
Amulfo Romero, was shot to death
them, but deleting them is
by gunmen as he celebrated Mass
time-consuming.
in San Salvador.
Why do people assume we're
In 1989, the nation's worst oil
interested when we never asked
spill occurred as the supertanker
Exxon Valdez ran aground on a
for this kind of stuff? All it
reef in Alaska's Prince William
does is fill up our mailboxes.
Sound and began leaking 11 milI stopped passing along this
lion gallons of crude.
form of entertainment years
ago, but people still keep sending the rubbish, even when I
politely ask them to stop.
Changing my e-mail address
TUE DESMST tiltian5
won't help. I want to correl),
514TO CONSULT $)1\A
spond with friends, and do not
want to hurt their feelings. I
just want to eliminate the trash.
Any suggestions on what we
can say or do to stop the junk?
-- OVERFLOWING IN TRAVERSE CITY, MICH.
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36 IV plus III
37 Social asset
39 Ballot mark
40 Give feedback
42 KLM datum
44 Fish s rudder
45 Eat away at
47 Pop bottle sizes
50 Elephant quarters
51 I say
53 Room price
55 Yes
to Rob Roy
56 Icicle locale
57 Degree holder
58 8 pts
59 Radio part
60 Urges

1 Quick swims
5 Caresses
9 Moneyline
network
12 Cyrus realm
today
13 Cameo shape
14 Tropical
15 DISCO dancer
(hyph )
16 Long-distance
hauler
17 Blonde shade
18 Brain
messengers
20 Yep opposite
22 Flair for music
23 Take to the
slopes
24 Uninhabited
region
27 Note after mt
28 Permits
32 Solemn vow
(2 wds )
33 Giving the
once-over
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Bndge-O-Rama got a big kick out of
the masterly defense conducted by
the Italian East-West pair, Giorgio
Belladonna and Benito Garozzo.
Garozzo. West, led the ten of
clubs. and Belladonna. East, played
the deuce on it! This remarkable play
paid off handsomely.
The U.S. declarer won the ten
with the jack, led a low trump to the
ace and a ,low trump back. Belladonna took the kin and retunied"the
queen of clubs. When declarer coyered with the ace, Garozzo ruffed
and shifted to a diamond, and Belladonna cashed the king and nine of
clubs to inn the contract down one.
South would have made the contract had Belladonna made the normal play of the queen of clubs at
trick one. Had he done that, he would
has e scored his king of clubs later on
and gis en West a club ruff hut South
would have finished with two club
tricks instead of only one.
Belladonna knew that West's
opening lead of the ten of clubs was
either a singleton or a doubleton, and
decided that his best chance to defeat
the contract was to assume that
declarer had four clubs rather than
three. His assessment proved
absolutely correct, and earned his ,
team art unexpected gain on a "runof-the-mill" panscore deal.

Crosswords
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Last dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
(ItAKJ
VA 53
•10 9 5
•7 6 5 4
WEST
EAST
•8 5 2
4610 9 7 6
V 10 9 2
V K6
•J 8 7 6 4 2
•AKO
410
41.M.)92
SOUTH
ilfQ 4 3
V'Q 1 t? 7 4
•3
4A 1 83
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
I4
3V
IV
Pass
Opening lead
ten of clubs.
About half the hands dealt in
bridge are partsct ire hands, and while
they are usually not as exciting as
game or slam hands, they nevertheless play an important role as building blocks to game in rubber bridge
or in earning matchpoints in duplicate pairs contests or IMPs in team
bridge.
Consider this deal played in
Venice during the I IS.-Italy match in
the 1974 world championship. It was
only a partscore hand, but the huge
audience that saw it played on
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DEAR OVERFLOWING:
Maybe you're being too polite.
You need to be firm and specific. Reply to an unwanted
e-mail by telling the sender
that you aren't interested in
this kind of "entertainment."
Eventually, your friends will get
the message.
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I woke up, the pain came back,
so I put on more castor oil.;
Again, instant relief.
My podiatrist told me that
gout is a form of arthritis, so.
perhaps this is why the castor oil did such a good job,.
In fact, it worked better Gamy gout than on my arthritic
hands! It might not work it
the gout gets really bad before(
it is put on. I don't know,
since I was diligent about putting it on as soon as the pain'
came back. I think the trick'
may be to catch it as soon as
possible. I hope this helps
some of your readers as much
as it has helped me!
DEAR READER: Thank
you for writing to share your
experiences. I had not heard.
of castor oil relieving the pain:
of an acute gout attack. So:
far, the most popular methods
has been cherries. For those
who experience gout, I recommend eating a handful (10.
to 12) cherries (dried, fresh,
frozen or canned)each day. This.
should prevent an attack.:
Another option is to eat 15
to 20 cherries each day once
an attack has started. This
should reduce the severity and
duration allowing for more normal daily activity. Some readers have had success by drinking cherry juice rather than
eating the fruit. I am glad to
say that now there are several options (including prescrip- •
tion medication) to treat or'
prevent acute gout.
•
Folks, let me know about •
your experiences using castor
oil for gout.

Dr. Gott
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DEAR DR. GOTI: Here
a little more about Castiva
for arthritis. I've been putting
it on my arthritic hands for more
than a year. It has really helped,
allowing me to continue playing the violin, knitting and
crocheting
(not to mention typing
just as fast
as I always
have!)
I
have
not
seen
anyone
mention
this, but I
want to tell
those who
By
Dr. Peter Gott might be put
off by this
treatment because they think
it will be oily and messy: It
isn't. I rub it on my hands at
night, put on some soft gloves
and go to bed. In the morning, my hands are not the least
bit oily — just baby soft and
smooth.
Now, for the most important part of this letter.
Recently, I was diagnosed
with gout. I had a bad episode
a couple of years ago but didn't know what it was. When
I had another episode, my doctor diagnosed it. I have learned
to watch for the first signs of
an attack (pain and discomfort in my big toe). It happened again recently, so I tried
rubbing castor oil on it. Instantly — and I do mean instantly — the pain disappeared. I
put on a sock and went to
bed. I didn't have any pain
all night. About an hour after
is

Dear Abby
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Castiva treats
gout pain

DEAR ABBY: My husband
gets aggravated with romantic
commercials on television -- the
ones where men do sweet things
for their wives, like putting jewelry on them while they sleep,
or pulling out that special gift
at the dinner table. He says
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•War toll ...
Iraqi soldiers stand on the spot where a roadside bomb killed four U.S soldiers a day earlier in Baghdad
overall Amencan death toll in the five-year war to at least 4,000

From Front
clis of thousands of Iraqi civilians also have been killed since
the U.S.-kd invasion on March 20. 2003, although estimates of a
specific figure vary widely due to the difficulty in collecting accurate information.
One widely respected tally by Iraq Body Count, which collects
figures based mostly on media reports, estimates that 82.349 to
89.867 Iraqi civilians have lost their lives in the conflict.
Overall attacks also have decreased against Iraqi civilians but
recent weeks have seen several high-profile bombings. underscoring
the fragile security situation and the resilience of both Sunni and
Shiite extremist groups.
Mosul. Iraq's third largest city about 225 miles northwest of
Baghdad. has been described as the last major urban area where the
Sunni extremist al-Qaida group maintains a significant presence.
The persistent violence has led to strong public opposition to the
war in the United States, with both Democratic presidential hopefuls
Sens. Bivack ()barna and Hillary Clinton promising a quick pullout
if they are elected.
President Bush has insisted the decline in violence shows his
strategy is working and needs more time, a position taken by
Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain.
Iraq's National Security Adviser Mouwaffak al-Rubaie said he
sympathized with the American losses but warned against pulling
out U.S. troops before Iraqi forces are ready to take over their own
security and the situation is sufficiently stable.
"Honestly, this war is well worth fighting. This war, we are talking about war against global terror," he said Sunday in an interview
lb C
-chime/r insibititv for the doss Zone attacks, but
on Shiitejsiirtniso. based onTitastern areas from
which The weapons appeared to have been firicr
At least ID civilians were killed and 20 more were wounded in
rocket or mortar blasts in scattered areas of eastern Baghdad. some
probably due to rounds aimed at the Green Zone that fell short.
The U.S. Embassy said at least five people were injured but no
Americans were reported killed in the Green Zone attacks, which
sent dark plumes of smoke rising over the district in the heart of the
capital.
A U.S. official, speaking on condition of anonymity because the
official was not authorized to release the infonnanon, said those
injured included an American and four thtrd-country nationals,
meaning they were not American. British or Iraqi.
The heavily fortified area has frequently come under fire by
Shiite and Sunni extremists. but the attacks have tapered off as violence declined over the past year.
The attacks followed a series of clashes last week between U.S.
and Iraqi forces and factions of the Mahdi Army, the biggest Shiite
militia loyal to radical cleric Muqtada al-Sadr.
Al-Sadr ha% declared a cease-fire through mid-August to purge
the militia of criminal and dissident elements but it has come under
severe strains in recent weeks.
Al-Sadr's follower% have accused the Shiite-dominated government of exploiting the cease-fire to target the cleric's supporters in
ads ante of pros incial elections expected this fall and demanded the
release of supporters rounded up in recent weeks.
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KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION

Attention
Parents:
East Calloway
Elementary St
1169 Pottertown Road
Kathy Crouch,Principal
270 762-7325

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2008-2009 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Progra
ammeam_
Children=
••
1.
4MM/
r
e 5) years
*
of age on or before
October 1,2008 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.

North Calloway
Elementary School
2928 Brim n Road
ffl.irrlaret Cook,Principal

270 762-7335

Pakistan parliament
elects Gilani as PM
ISLAMABAD.
Pakistan
(AP) - A longtime loyalist of
slain opposition leader Benazir
Bhutto was elected Pakistan's
new prune minister Monday and
vowed to seek the release of
judges detained under President
Pervez Musharraf
Yousaf Raza Gilani will form
a new government dominated
by Musharraf•s fora, who have
vowed to slash the U S -backed
president's sweeping powers
and review his tounterterrortsm
polities Bhutto's party routed
Musharraf's allies in parliamentar clettions last month
titian% immediately shook
hands with Bhutto's son,
Nita.. al Bhutto faidan, who
wiped tears front his face and
smiled his mother held the post
of prime minister twice before
being killed in a %owl& attack
in Itesemher
The National Assembly
stile.] 264-42 to elect Gilani.
who will be sworn in Tuesday
hy Musharraf
Cheers of "Long live Bhutto.
BB is still alivt''' rang oui
through parliament Fellow law
makers embraced Gilani as he
made his way to the prime mmhit-f'. kttern
"Democrat,'.
has
been
re.is-ed due to the sacrifice of
Renato Bhutto." said Golan'
told lawmakers "We didn't get
here MN of thirty Thl• moment
anIC

bet all•e

ofe.oni in tied

Southwest Calloway
Elementary School
3426 Wiswell Road
Dennis Fisher,Principal
270 762-7345

Yotrsaf Raza Nisei
struggle and martyrdom
Gilani said he first act as
pnrne minister would he to seek
A parliamentary resolution
demandinga UN probe into
Bhutto assassination
I/sharraf's opponents have
Au. promised to restore senior
fudges purged when the president declared a state of emergency in Nosember
Most of the judges have
been treed, hut among those still
held is former Chief Justice
Ift Altar Mohammed ('haudhry.
who has been under house arrest
in Islamabad for over four
months

Tuesday,March 25,2008
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria

Parents should bring the following items:
A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
SCHOOLS
WVAV.CALLOWAY.K12.KY.US

An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
The student's Social Security card
An up-to-date Kentucky Physical
(Physicah dated prior to February 7.2008 cannot be accepted)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthalmologist will be required by Jan. 1, 2009

MONDAY,
MARCH 24, 2008
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NCAA WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

78 58 RACERS

BLUE DEVILS

ut Up Their Dukes

GAIL BURTON

AP

Duke's Krystal Thomas (34) goes after an offensive rebound against Murray State's Pam Bell, left, and Gerraca Matthews (2) during the first half Sunday in College Park.
Md.
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
COLLEGE PARK. Md. — With
every Murray State shot that clanked
off the Comcast Center rims in the
first half Sunday night, the Racers could
hear their chances of pulling off a monumental NCAA Tournament upset slipping away.
Unbelievably, for a squad that usually shoots upwards of 45 percent, Murray State managed just 26 in the first
half of the biggest game of each of its
players' lives. Open shots were rimming out left and right, giving Duke
all the breathing space it needed to
open a gaping wound in the Racers'
Cinderella dreams.
Only they didn't.
Somehow, some way, despite it all,
the Racers found themselves pushing
the mighty Blue Devils to the limits
early in the second half.
Shaleea Petty sank a three. Amber
Guffey drove the lane and found bottom on a circus layup and suddenly.
with just over 17 minutes remaining,
Murray State found itself trailing by a
scant five points. The red-clad Maryland crowd erupted in support of the
underdogs.

It was one of those March Madness moments, and the Racers were in
the thick of it.
"I thought, 'We've got them, our
shots are falling, everything is in our
momentum,— junior guard Ashley Hayes
said.
But then reality hit.
Duke seemed to remember it had
an absurd height advantage over Murray State. The Racers seemed to tire a
bit. And with 6-foot-5 center Angela
Brown watching from the bench with
four fouls, the blue and gold could
only watch as Duke exploded on an
17-5 run.
By the five-minute mark, the thirdseeded Blue Devils god all but punched
their ticket to the round of 32 and
were well on their way to a 78-57 victory over 14-seed Murray State.
The statistics told the story — the
same story everyone presumed they
would tell before the game tipped off.
Rebounds: 48-29 Duke. Points in the
paint: Duke 46. Murray State 16.
But there was another statistic that
stood out - the 26 points Racer junior
guard Ashley Hayes slapped on the
Blue Devils, points that put the Humboldt. Tenn„ native on the college bas-

ketball map.
"I'm telling you, we were trying to
stop that kid," Duke coach Joanne
McCallie said of Hayes. "I'm embarrassed to admit that. We were trying
to stop her. We did not want her to
score any more points and she still
found a way to. I thought she was an
excellent player."
Despite Hayes' best efforts however, the Racers couldn't find a second
scoring threat. Usually sharp from the
three-point line, all three of Murray
St•te's guards struggled to find their
range. Seating— on the inside was an
afterthought against all-ACC center
Chante Black and 6-foot-1 forward Joy
Cheek.
No other Racer player was able to
reach double digits, though Amber Guffey came close, scoring nine points.
"It was very frustrating," senior Alaina
Lee said. "I know I had quite a few
open shots that just wouldn't fall. We
started hitting some in the second half
and kind of got our rhythm back."
But one couldn't help but wonder
'what if?' What if Murray State had
been able to find its rhythm in the
first half'? What if the Racers had been

TOMMY DILLARD I Ledger & Times

Ashley Hayes drives past Duke's
Carrem Gay in the first half.(Below)
Senior guard Gerraca Matthews
puts up this jumper over Blue
Devil defender Krystal Thomas Sunday in College Park, Md.

•See RACERS,26

View from the crowd is good at Comcast Center

Lags
Tommy Dillard
Sports Writer

COLLEGE PARK. Md. —
As I took my scat on press
row at the nearly 18,000-seat
Comcast Center Sunday night,
I took note of the butterflies
who were suddenly having a
field day in my stomach.
I realized that if the Racers
were half as nervous as I was
about all of this, it was going
to be a long evening for anyone associated with the blue
and gold. Luckily for us. my
nerves proved to be far more
jangly than that of our
women's basketball team.

This was my first NCAA
Tournament game. men's or
women's, and it was also the
biggest event — biggest by
leaps and bounds — that I'd
ever covered.
Several hours earlier, I had
watched homestanding one-seed
Maryland fend off a furious
upset attempt by in-state rival
Coppin State. The building
was close to two-thirds full of
fans during that game, 98 percent of which were decked out
in red and yelling for the Terrapins.

One of the things I've
always enjoyed most about the
NCAA Tournament — at least
from watching it on TV — is
the interesting dynamic it creates for fans. If I had enough
money to buy a ticket to any
sporting event in the world, I'd
choose the NCAA Tournament,
simply because I think it
would be ridiculously fun as a
fan.
As it was, I was here as a
journalist. Not that I'm complaining, mind you. I'm not
crazy enough to give up the

free media buffet and one of
the best seats in the house.
But just to put myself in
the mind of a fan. I decided
to take advantage of the hour
leading up to tip-off by talking
to — who else? — fans.
A HOME CROWD
Though only the most dedicated fans made the long trip
from Murray, the Racers got a
boost of support from elsewhere.
As the crowd of Maryland
fans made their way out of
•See CROWD,28
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From Page 16
able to take advantage of 10
Blue Devil turnovers in the
first half? What if a few more
shots would have fallen?
"I was surprised at how
open some of the shots we
were getting were." Hayes said.
'I Was thinking. 'I'm this open
against a Duke team' It got to
mc a little bit mentally and
threw my shot off."
For Murray State head coach
Jody Adams. it all came down
to size and depth and the advantage Duke enjoyed in both of
those facets.
"It's just really hard to emulate the size of a Duke. a top
10 team," she said. "Our players play a lot of minutes and
I think the wear and tear of
a bigger bench like Duke's and
their size took a toll on us
there toward the end."
The Blue Devils put three
players in double figures —
guards Wanisha Smith and Jasmine Thomas as well as Black.
Smith, a senior and Maryland
native, led the way with 16
points. It was the freshman
Thomas. however, who may
have provided Duke its biggest
boost in her first NCAA Tournament game. Not only did
she score 13 points, but also
dished out six assists and led
the Blue Devils in rebounding
with nine boards.
Duke will advance to Tuesday's second round, while Murray State flies home Monday
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(Top left) Murray State's Pam Bell fights Duke's Chante Black for
a loose ball in the
first half Bell logged 10 Minutes for MSU, grabbing two rebounds Black
tacked on four
points in 25 minutes Of action. (Top Right) Racer head coach Jody
Adams signals for
a time Out in the find half Sunday.

morning. But the Racers leave for the better part of 30 minMaryland with the memories utes.
of not only playing in their
"I knew once they called
first-ever NCAA Tournament, that timeout(when Murray State
but knowing that they stood cut the lead to five points) that
toe to toe with one of the it wasn't over," Adams said.
nation's most stoned programs 'I told our team. 'They're going

BE A T'
1; BOOK!-

I cheer!or the'ups.
Beats Dook'
sr

Racers.

Some wore anti-Duke
apparel. Others held sips,.
All became Murray State
tans for two hours Sunday
evening, giving the Racers a
home court advantage more
than 800 miles from home.
For two women in panicular. however, the hatred of
Duke came from multiple
sources, and embracing Murray Stale was made much
easier hy geography
"My husband and I both
hase Kentucky roots.- said
Jane Strong, who now byes
in Odenton. Md. "I worked
at UK while he Was in law
school there.Though it's now mush
• sier for Strong to attend
ary land games. she says if
the two were to meet in the
tournament, her allegiances
would still lie with the
Wildcats
Though she was far
remosed from the Bluegrass
State by the time Christian
Liettner ha the infamous
shot, she still isn't too fond
of the Dukies
Neither is her daughter.
Laura Briggs. who boasted a
bright red shin that proclaimed •Beat Duke' She
Also pulled out her Maryland
flag, which she claillICt1
could he used to support the
Racers due to its gold coloring and letter 'M in the
middle
"We're Maryland fans
tint, but anyone who plays
Duke, We are Also big fans
of them." she said *Ibis
entire section will he cheering loud for Murray State
tonight"
Maryland heat Duke twice
in the regular season, but the
Blue Devils got the hest of
the Terrapins in the AC('
Tournament.
The Tern fans did thew
hest to ,rally the Racers,
cheenng along with the fight

ix

song and ofTent4 elfrO/Arairex

incnt The Rater Band
... know kaiged the support,
going the ,rotAj a patented.
'Hi Stars land fans" at halftime Uninitiated into the rit•
ual, howeser the kip fans
responded the hc•I via) the,
Anew how the!. not cheered
There was plenty id l)uke
hadong to he heard through
out the eiening. hut lest coo
think the Maryland tans did
ft care about MUMS State.
think again

to come right back at you.
They're going to run right back
at you.' And that's what they
did.
"1 wish we could have kept
it a little closer. but I'm proud
of this team."

ALL IN THE FAMILY
If twins Amber and Paige
Guffey were intimidated at
all by the unfamiliarity of
their surroundings Sunday
night, all they had to do
was look to the center of
the Murray State cheering
section to feel right at home.
The Guffeys' parents. Ronnie and Vanda, were two of
the earliest arriving Racer
fans at the Comcast Center.
The couple moved to Murray
from the Albany. Ky.. shortly
after Amber and Paige made
Murray State their college
choice more than three years
ago and have continued to
be their biggest supporters.
-This is a dream come
true for them.' Vancia said.
-They've thought of this
moment ever since they
could shoot a basketball."
Like Hayes. the Guffeys
arrived in the metro area
mid-day Saturday. Unlike
Hayes. they drove all the
way from Murray. an 850mile jaunt that the couple
seemed to be none the worse
for.
"It's gonna be worth every
single mile," Vanda said.
The Guffeys did split the
trip up. however, staying
overnight in West Virginia.
Instead of arnving early to
watch the games leading up
to Murray State's, the Guffeys instead chose to take in
the sights of nearby Baltimore and its famous Inner
Harbor.
They also found time to
catch an Easter morning sunrise service at a local independent Baptist Church.
which they located in a
hotel phone book.
But traveling on Easter
was no inconvenience for the
Guffeys. After all, erratic
schedules are the norm for
basketball parents.
'We are so flexible,'
Venda said. 'We have to
be.'
For Ronnie. who coached
the twins at Clinton County
High School, the keys to
heating Duke were simple score more points than the
Blue Devils. He also hoped
the ACC power might he
looking past little-known
Murray State. which could
have been the case during
the 30 minutes in which
Duke didn't play like a No
3 seed

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Two Maryland fans show their support for Murray State
Sunday as the Racers took on Duke in the NCAA Women's
Tournament
The team made their way
herself as well, thank you.
off the court after the game
Ashley Brooke Hayes. as
to a standing ovation trom
she was known in her playthe Terrapin crowd Lv en the ing days at Murray State, is
hand and cheerleader..
now an assistant coach at
received applause when they
North Caxolina-Greensboro
tiled out of the Comcast
and made the six-hour drive
('enter seseral minutes later
up to Maryland to watch her
The support didn't go
former teammates, several of
unappreciated
whom she still considers best
"It was unbelievable.friends.
Alaina Lee said. "Our group
Murray State would have
of fans from Murray was
been wise to consult Hayes
great. but it was nice to see
for a scouting report on the
Maryland fans support us
Blue Devils — her Spartans
also."
laced Duke earlier in the
Duke head coach Joanne
season and fell in an 84-39
McCallie wasn't nearly as
rout. The former Racer said
thnlled about thy treatment
shc WAS confident Murray
her team receised specifically State would fare better.
when boos were showered
She arrived in Washington.
on her team when they con1).C. tin Saturday and spent
tinued to press in the final
the night with a friend in
minutes
the area, checking out the
-They're Just great coachsites tif the nation's capital.
es, aren't they' she quipped
Hayes keeps in contact with
in her postgame press conseveral of her former teamference "When I have playmates on a regular basis, but
ers in the game who base
primanly with the other
not had a chance to play. I'd Hayes and Shaleca Petty. all
expect I'd give them the
of whom played under foropportunity to run some
mer head coach Jot Felton at
things Clever. That must he
Murray State.
the Turtle IQ."
As for Hayes and her
Needless to say, should
Spartans. they're expecting
the two rivals meet later on
better things next season.
in the tournament. McCallie
The team's point guard and
probably shouldn't expect a
hest player tore her ACL
warns reception from Terrapin early in the season and
fans.
Greensboro took some lumps.
ONE OF THEIR OWN
But on this night. Hayes
As I headed from the
was a true blue Racer.
buffet to my scat, a familiar
-It's amazing how far this
face caught my eye. Familiar senior class has brought this
faces in the crowd for us
team," she said. "Knowing I
Murray folks were at a prewas a part of it last year is
mium in the Comcast Center, bittersweet in some ways.
but I couldn't have mistaken
Flirt I am sure rooting for
this one.
them tonight
It was Ashley Hayes. No.
not the current Racer standout, but the former Murray
State guard who graduated
last season. When the two
Trasylo1°, a drug used to tontrol bleeding during surgery.
were playing together.
has been linked to kidney failure. tlialysis and death.
If you
reporters and fans had to use
or a loved one had surgery and then developed kidney
the players' middle names to
failure, call us now at 1-900-THEAAGUI for as free consuhation.
distinguish between them
We prat tire law only In Arizona, but associate with lawyers
Now. of course, there iv
throughout the t ountry.
only one Ashley Hayes on
001/1111110 &(MOWS
the Racer roster, but the
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From Page 16
the arena after the Terps'
victory two hours earlier. I
doubted many would be back
to watch arch-nval Duke
play on their home court.
I was wrong.
The red sea of Terrapin
faithful flooded back into the
Comcast ('enter and joined
the Racer Band and cheerleaders in chants while the
teams were warming up. For
as many boos as the Maryland fans showered on Duke,
they dished out cheers to the

am ICIEP

NCAA Women • Basketball
Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
AM Times EDT
GREENSBORO REGIONAL
First Round
Saturday. March 22
At Wells Fargo Arena
Des Moines, lows
Iowa State 58 Georgia Tech 5',
Rutgers 45 Robert Moms 42
At Maples Pavilion
Stanford, Coln.
George Washington 66 Auburn 56
Cairlomia 77 San Diego 60
Sunday, March 23
At Bridgspon Arena at Harbor Yard
BrldgepOrt. Conn.
Connecticut 89 Cornell 47
Texas (21-12) vs Minnesota (20-11,
30 minutes following
At Ted Constant Convocation Center
Norfolk, Va.
Old Dominion 82 Liberty 62
Virginia (23-9) vs UC Santa Barbara
(23-7) 30 minutes following
Second Round
Monday, March 24
Al Wells Fargo Arena
Gas Moines, Iowa
Iowa State (21-121 vs Rutgers i 25 61,
9 30 p m
At Maples Pavilion
Stanford, Calif.
George Washington 2661 is
Caldomia (27-6) 8 p m
Tuesday. March 25
At Bridgeport Arena at Harbor Yard
Bridgeport, Conn.
Connecticut (33-1) vs Texas-Minnesota
wtnner 7 or 9 30 p m
At Ted Constant Convocation Center
Norfolk, Va.
Old Dominion 130-4i vs Virginia-UC
Santa Barbara winner 7 of 9 30 p m
Regional Semifinals
At Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, N.C.
Sunday, March 30
Connecticut-CornettTexas-Minnesota
winner vs Old Dominion•LiterlyVirginia-0C Santa Barbara winner TBA
Iowa State-Rutgers winner vs George
Washinglon-Calrfornia winner TBA
Regional Championship
At Greensboro Coliseum
Greensboro, N.0
Tuesday, April 1
Semifinal winners TBA
NEW ORLEANS REGIONAL
First Round
Saturday, March 22
At Wells Forgo Arena
Des Moines, Iowa
Oklahoma State 85 ETSU 73
Florida State 60 Ohio State 49
At Pete Marovich Assembly Center
Baton Rouge. La.
Karst 76 DePaul 57
LSU 66 Jackson State 31
Sunday. March 23
At Ted Constant Convocation Center
Norfolk, Va.
North Carolina 85 Bucknell 50
GeOries 67 Iowa 61
At Bridgeport Arena at Harbor Yard
Bridgeport. Conn.
Kansas State 69. Chattanooga 59
Louisville 81 Miami (Ohio)67
Second Round
Monday. March 24
At Wells Fargo Arena
Dos Moines, Iowa
Oklahoma Stale 126-7) vs Florida
State i19-13) 7 p
At Pet* Marovich Assembly Center
Baton Rouge. La.
Manst 32-21 vs LSU i 28-5, 7 p
Tuesday. March 25
At Ted Constant Convocation Center
Norfolk, Va.
North Carolina (31-21 vs Georgia 1234i 7 or 9 30 p m
At Bridgeport Arena al Harbor Yard
Kansas State (22-9) vs Louisville 42591 7 or 9 30 rn
Regional Semifinals
At New Orleans A MOS
Saturday, March 29
Oklahoma State-Florida State winner
vs Manst-LSU winner, TBA
North Carolina-Osorgis winner vs
Kansas Mate-louierde winner TBA
Regional Championship
At New Orleans Arena
Monday. March 31
Semifinal winners
OKLAHOMA CITY REGIONAL
First Round

Saturday. March 22
At Pete Marovich Assembly Center
Baton Rouge. La.
Texas A&M 91 Texas-San Antonio 52
Harttom 59 Syracuse 55
Sunday, March 23
At Comcast Center
College Park. Md.
Duke -6 Muuey State 57 pm
Arizorla State 121-10) vs Temple
rnmutes following
(21At Mackey Arena
West Lafayette, Ind.
Okiaboma 69 Illinois State 61
Notre Dame 75, SMU 62
Purdue 66, Utah 59
Tennessee (30-21 vs, Oral Roberts (19131 30 minutes Wowing
Second Round
Monday, March 24
At Pete Marovich Assembly Center
Baton Rouge, La.
Texas A&M ,27 7. vs Hartford (213-51
9 30 p m
Tuesday. March 25
At Comcast Center
College Park. Md.
Duke i24-9) vs Anzona State-Temple
winner 7 or 9 30 p m
At Mackey Arena
West Lafayette, Ind.
Oklahoma (22-8) vs Notre Dame 424Eli 7 or 9 30 p m
Purdue (19-14) vs Tennessee-Oral
Roberts winner. 7 or 930 pm
Regional Semifinals
At The Ford Center
Oklahoma City
Sunday, March 30
Texas A&M-Hartford winner vs DukeMurray State-Arizona State-Temple
winner, TBA
Oklahoma-Notre Dame winner vs
Utah-Purdue-Tennessee-Oral Roberts
winner TBA
Regional Championship
At The Ford Center
Oklahoma City
Tuesday. April I
Semitinal winners
SPOKANE REGIONAL
First Round
Saturday. March 22
At The Pit
Albuquerque. N.M.
Baylor 68 Fresno State 67
Pittsburgh 63 Wyoming 58
West Virginia 61 New Mexico 60
Vanderbilt 75 Montana 47
At Maples Pavilion
Stanford, Calif.
Stanlord 85 Cleveland State 47
UTEP 92 Western Kentucky 60
Sunday, March 23
At Comcast Center
College Park, Md.
Nebraska 61 Xavier 58
Maryland 80 Coppin State 66
Second Round
Monday. March 24
At The Pit
Albuquerque. N.M.
Baylor 25-64 vs Pittsburgh 123-101, 7
pm
West Virginia (25-71 vs Vanderbilt 12481 9 30 p m
At Maples Pavilion
Stanford, Calif.
Stanford (31.3) vs UTEP (28-31. 10.30
pin
Tuesday, March 25
At Comcast Center
College Park, Md.
Nebraska ,21-11i vs Maryland 131-31
or 30 in
Regional Semifinals
At Spokane Arena
Spokane, Wash.
Saturday, March 29
Nebraska-Maryland winner vs West
Virginia-Vanderbilt winner 7 or 930
m
Stantord-UTEP winner vs BaylorPrnsburgh winner 7 or 9 30 p in
Regional Championship
At Spokane Arens
Spokane. Wash
Monday. March 31
Semifinal winners
p

FINAL FOUR
At St Pete Times Forum
Tampa, Fla
National Semifinals
Sunday, April 6
Greensboro champion vs Spokane
champion TBA
New Orleans champion vs Oklahoma
City champion TBA
National Championship
Tuesday. April 8
Semifinal winners TB

New Z-Trak
Estate Series
Z5204
•2's horsepower
•54'or 60' 7 iroe"
mower deck
•EXCLUSIVE Comfort
and Convenience
Package

Z465
•;• horsepower
•67- Edge
mcnver deck
•21' high.back seat

NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENTS
FOR 12 MONTHS
ON ALL EZtraks*

MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC
972 CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-4110
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the lust insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsibie lor only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immedialety so corrections Can
be - *le
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words ur less' Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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$13.25 Column Inch,
Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
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$355 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guidei
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

MEMORIAM
Rev. Harlan Bryan Williams

4-25-08 To 12-2446 KY 00350615
J. JOHNSON,MURRAY,KY
4-25-06 To 12-25-08 KY 00350942
R. SMOTHERMAN,MURRAY,Ki
4-20-08 To 12-20-08 KY 00350992
WARD/WARD. HAZEL,KY
4-25-08 To 1-15-09 KY 410350943
GILLS/GILLIAM.SEDALIA, K1
4-25-08 To 1-10-09 KY 00350306
J.B. FARMS,SEDALIA,KY
5-1-08 To 12-3146 KY 00351426
SMITH/GREEN, MURRAY, Mr
4-20-08 To 12-20-08 KY 00350231
K. HARRIS,BENTON,KY
4-2548 To 1-1548 KY 00351418
NEWSOME/NEWSOME,MAYFIELD. KY
+4 age $9 13 Hr 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and equip
tumished. Housing provided for those beyond commuting
transportation and subrustence pay. after V% of contract
,iimpleted Apply for this Job at the nearest Kentucky Office
Employment & Training. DI Y 1..100 Of WO4kforce
Development Office using ph order numbers KY I above
uith a copy of this advertisement

June 27, 1946-March 26, 2006

GOING FORWARD

Just as you inmucred us,
We're all goingforward with our lives:
However; we walk a liuk lame,
Through the days and nights;
Thejourney is not easy
Withoia you by our side;
But, we know y014 are waitingfor u,
With your arms open wide;
Memories of you now bring a Mile
But always a tear just behind it,
God is traveling the journey with us
And His grace has notfailed us yet.
Yes, we will continue to goforward.
Until that titiN when with vou we resi

Sadly missed by Brenda. Nathan, Matthew,
LeaAnn and Isaac Williams

Card of Thanks
THANK YOU
SPRING CREEK

Britthin.en ol Benton nov.
11111 lime
housekeeping position.
Must be able to work days, afternoons and
weekends.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY

volunteers, employees
& staff for your caring, kindness
and highest professional
standards. After recovery & rehab
our loved one is home again.

EOF/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ifitat#Iik

Many thanks, Henry T

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat. of the month

Loot and Found
FOUND: Small, brown
dog, 280 and Outland
School Rd. 227-2441.
LOST, male Australian
Shepherd,
black,
brown and gray spots,
long hair 50Ibs Last
seen at Food Giant
Reward
227-8954
227-2938
Reward
Lost: Male yellow lab,
black collar, around
4th st. (270)293-6927
(270)767-0815
of,i)
Nag Walesa
ALL around person to
a very busy retail store
telephone, retail sales
customer service very
important, lining or
moving heavy obiects.
computer/office skills.
HS degree, resume
required
(270)7594979 Call for appt

SUSY

medical office
has opening for a parttime LPN. RN and NP
Forward resume with
three references to
1*0
1040-0
Box
Murray, KY 42071
gEEKING
FT/PT
rbceptionist Excellent
people, computer &
typing skills and able to
learn new software
applications
Mail
resumes to PO Box
1040-F, Murray, KY
12071

CHALLENGING,
ewarding work available. Local agency
seeking hard working,
dependable staff members to work in group
settings with young
adults who are challenged with behavioral
issues, in Murray,
Benton, and Paducah
Training is provided.
pay range from $6.50per/hour
$10.50
Current
openings
include
up
to
(4)evening, overnight
and weekend positions, (1)part-time day
position and (1)possitole case management
position
Applicants
must have reliable
transportation. Please
visit our Murray Office
at 404 North 4th Street,
Suite-C for more information.
CHRISTIAN
based
company, work from
your home, seeking
motivated individuals
for career opportunity
excellent benefits
1-888-6444-0300
BARTENDER. DAY
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee
Good pay for the nght
person. 4 or 5 days a
week. Must be neat in
appearance
Bring
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
AP9IY at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

Now hiring an outgoing. energetic inchvidvat with a background in outside sales to
4ervice existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.

Pr

This full-time position includes health &
'dental benefits, paid vacation. and salary'plus commission. Salary will be based on
expenence.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

• MDS Coordinator/Administrative Nurse
• RN Administrative Nurse
• LPN Administrative Nurse
We offer competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

SALES j MARKETING
MANAGER
Terrific opportunity for a rewarding career in a
team-oriented environment. We are looking for
a highly motivated, well-organized, experienced individual to join our company as the
Sales & Marketing Manager. An exciting
opportunity in a dynamic setting awaits the
right person. Successful candidates must be
able to:
*Manage the activities of the Sales Department
(including inside and outside salespeople.)
*Meet or exceed sales budget expectations
*Analyze and implement marketing plans
*Plan. prioritize and implement sales strategies
*Negotiate contracts(T & C's, rates. etc.)
*Administer staff training and development
This position requires a bachelor's degree in
business, engineering, or equivalent expenence. Minimum 3 years of direct sales expencnce. Candidate must have excellent communication and interpersonal skills.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefits package. Please send resume and
salary history in confidence to:
Human Resources
P.O. Box 311
FOUR Rivers Internal
Medicine, Paducah.
KY, seeking NP, excellent benefits Fax CV
resume to
(270)444-8302
KIDZTOWN Academy
is looking for someone
lull of energy and
enthusiasm to help our
preschool class get
ready for kindergarten
Call 761-5439 or come
by Whrtnell to apply
Experience is preferred
SPA Manager, must
have computer and
great people skills. reitable, willing to learn
the spa/salon atmosphere E-mail resume
frnyersOmurrayto
kynet or call
(270)838-0717

EXPERIENCED carpet
layer needed. Call
(270)978-2111 or fax
resume to
(270)489-2342

Nob Woad
OTR drivers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087
LARGE student housing complex seeking
experienced maintenance staff Apply in
person. 1421 N 16th
St., Murray, Mon-Wed
9am - 1pm.
MEDICAL Associate,
excellent opportunity,
computer skills, billing
background. $12-$13
per hour, depends on
experience. Call 1866-200438E4
HELP wanted front
desk and housekeeping Apply in person at
Super 8, 9am-3pm

116114
7
1taild
FULL CHARGE
ACCOUNTING
CLERK, full-time position in Paris,TN.
Accounting degree
preferred but not
required, 2 years college and 3 years
accounting.'bookkeeping
required. Additional
requirements:
Expenence with AR,
payroll, month-end
financials, and competent in MS Excel. Must
have demonstrated
skills for managing
accurate records of
these functions.
Position requires
experience in dealing
with confidential
and/or sensitive information. Send resume
to: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1262, Pans,
TN 38242 or e-mail
resume to: acctingClerk@ Mail com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7100PM
only.
INDUSTRIAL Janitorial
Supervisor $11 to start
Contact Ron Clark at
(270)957-0023
MASONS wanted, full
time or PT needed
Call Rodney at
(270)759-5585
NEED someone for
local Murray office, 3
days a week. Monday.
Wednesday,
and
Friday,
gam-3pm
Please write to PO Box
2426, Paducah, 42002
NOW Hiring. Apply in
person only. Holiday
Inn Express Hwy 641
N. Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PART time RN needed
for busy medical office
with potential for full
time. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-E
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
PT housekeeping and
coffee shop Susan
436-2345

CLEANING houses 20
years expenence
270-759-9553
HOUSEKEEPER, honest and reliable. Call
492-8070

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3558
140
Slat ID Ihry
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old US Coin
collections Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY'
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

11114.7)'0 liabpfiDs

Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans
ealLagatrXiliti.
36411."‘
.
4301111SeeZer'
"
,370/75541414

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

/-ret6F011 Mk.ls
I 4iii63174757

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information

All (krasuiti Transportautia • Airport Service •(ertified Dnter.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS

753-7090 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING •••••
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

6 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

1y

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

270-753-2411

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1 565

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Cell (270)210-2533

Term Isaa<, Karr,' /eaut,, ()rimer,

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

Commercial Waste
Disposal

227-3574

All Types of Refuse Service

Security and Camera Systems

k

Fire Alarm Inspection

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
mid
our ad today!

Electrical Construction/Repair
Fast Response Service 28/7

Honeywell

r

4116 1400485.6033

Call for a Free Esdmate

AVisonijj

140
Want to Buy
WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil
Drum exchange MDF
270-436-2215
150
Attlelos
For S.

SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free:
877-455-0901

1000 ft
aluminum
tnplex#2, 16 ft. trailer.
489-6188.
12X24 lofted, storage
building with front
porch,
like
new.
$3,500.(270)492-8222
(270)293-2531
BUILDING a barn?
Building a fence?
Come see us for your
lumber
needs!
Premium quality-low
prices we are the manLARGE
ufacturer! March fenSELECTION
cepost special, 6'
USED APPLIANCES
round 8' long treated
wARD-ELKINS
post $9.35 each. Also
On the Square Murray
available: 3-8" fence.
posts 8' long 6"x6" 8'(270) 753-1713
22' long 8"x8 16%22'
long. Come see ust
Home Furnishings
Replogle Enterprises
2040 Lumber Rd.
Henry, TN
Need furniture?
731-243-7268
We sell new & used
CHAIR
Caning
MAIN ST.
Shemwell's Antiques
FURNISHINGS
492-8308
1407 Main
HO Teievisions
Come by Olympic
761-7653
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
faspimnt
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG. Toshiba.
16X10 8 hole alu
Hitachi & Sony. We
minum wheels, fits
have a large selection
Chevy HD $450 3-PT
of entertainment cenhitch spray ng w/200
ters & TV carts.
gal barrel, electric
Beasley Antenna 8
switches and extra barSatellite. 759-0901
rel $300
(270)293-1753
HOVEROUND been
used 5 times, new battones. like new. $1.200
Homes For Sas
Call 489-2656.
KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and LIQUIDATION Salo
All 2006 Homes Must
Service 759-9831
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands!' Call now
731-584-9429

Check
us out
on the
Web!

-"OWNER
FINANCE4 BR, 2-1/2 bath
2,300 sq ft detached
garage $4,950 down
$695/mo, 144 Seth
Lane 753-1011

-OWNER
Financing2005 24x56. 3BR,
2BA, $3,495 down
$595.00 month, 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011
1995 16x60
Fleetwood. 2 BR, 1
BA, fresh paint and
wallpaper. $9,000
293-7942

2000 Legend 16x82
3BR, 2BA, like new.
(270)489-2525

1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
VV/D. No pets
(270)436-5496

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.,6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

igts,-into
Savings!
subscribe to the

LelaR &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
(Cillrwro,
3 mo.
$28.01
$33.00
6 mo.
.45230 3 ma1 yr...
I yr. —
$104.00
Rest of KY/TN
leoryter & flechamet

3
6 ma —MOM
1 yr...--$1241.911
I Check
1
1
1
1
1
1

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo...—....575.00
6 see.
I yr.---S145.00

Money Order

Visa

1141/C

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
•

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918
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Homes For Sale

got!,2008;
11th

Thursday

'Vali I
1/1
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101A1
1.IX'Al If eta: 1542 ales-kingbird lone. Allorrey. kV'• *root
12th & Slain r4 ft.!, hal 'tab lot Sprang ree& mks furnKielit Ii

www.creativepropertysoivers.com
070)-6i-H113141.
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1.4uturautat erairai
141..al. Fail al F.. •,- 17945e. II. 3 Bedrusim 2 Rath Kuck Brims-

NEW
Construction.
Just
Finished.
Saratoga II 48R 2E1A
contemporary home
24 hour recorded message 800-986-2789

laaturingI iiq Itikina. kits-firm I Wars Room & tarsals kimec Othci
hat's", Feature-s
ludr laminate 1kiind Elotaring In the I bid% Kenna
I1
/
4114 hrn a. ',nothing. Bettis las I .*Iircpiats In lb( Iarnih It•mm
s•aullaie Icarus-v. I kinsuir I tit 111•1114 1114114414, 2( ar %Ruched (.Brat-.
I nsia reit Iknr A I Alimony Pane In
liar-kiard. 1111 If this I.
situated On A \keit I.andsr aped 11.4rfin Ilcttifs sillidt‘114041 I
444•
OPEN SOUSE
Real Estate Sens
WES. APRIL 1ST 20041
Al 5:00 P. Absolute
0.00
- TAW PM

extension 2081

NEW homes and lots
in Riven told Estates

located on Doran Road
South Come and see
what we have to offer
Matt Jennings
293-7872

To The Nrgbest Ladder.

No.st Si sal Soul howl Savo.4..Mat NA.. 1441hotiarok 1oreart• tvotto It tor
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Howes For Rol

1 OR 2br ants flea
oowntown
Murray
Starting at $200/mo
753-4109
182 BR apts. I -year
lease 1BR $35000.
2BR $475 00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
tBR 411-1,2 S 8th
Sr $2651mo • secun
ty 474 2520
2 BR 28A Garage all

2BR. IBA, house in
ances
$500 mu
Coleman RE 753-9096
38R, IBA. Brick with
hardwood floors,
newly remodeled, no
pets 1710 Farmer
$700 monthly
270)293-4602
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• alinisturage
all sizes
flt our needs

duplex

washer dryer C4-4A
.•
BR apartments
753-1252
753 0606
761 3694
284 duplex
2BA.

ated bs

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
270) 753-6266

lions Coleman RE

(270) 293-418 •
rm -4 pm MF

91398
284A 3134 apartments

availatire Great ioca
lion 1 year tease
month deposit. no
pets 753-2905
iAafila ;BA avallaue,

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

appliances
(..ien.ar. RE 753 9899

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562

813 I 5 BA duplex
H A
appliances

JAL RENTALS

Cousman RE 753 9998
E X IRA nice large like
Pow 1864 2 Bath wvir
Carpet appliances
almost new $59Smo
1410 B Vialwrxrd

MINI-STORAGE

Nita baiting
Losalcd jI -21IS 4th Si
270-436-5496
279-293-6906

753 3018

MURRAY Store and

HAZEL Apartments
taking applied

Lock presently
units available

NOW

trios 'di, I tt, ;I)' units
{tent 6:iced 9h income
.mpairment
a u essaale
Phone
4.6' 8
Mon
A
th,,".
Ar'• 101) N..
• is. .h ',aft 6056 E qua'
OpportuniN

has

753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage

walls, beautiful crown
molding. 2064 sq ft
fruit orchard, grape
arbor garden area on
appx 3 acres. 4mi
north Calloway. Almo
Heights. $155.000.
753-1140. 293-3750
REDUCED'
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
$248.500 00
Call

RENT to Own
Coldwater 2-3813
WANT to Buy 384 home 800-986-2789
house in or near extension 20. a
Murray
527-7829,
tf,r

LOG CABIN
ONLY $69.900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Saps
Own the dream' New
2128 sl log cabin plug
at spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake'
Paved rd ug Wits
excellent financing
Call now
1-800-704-3154
x 1 766

Into For Sale
10 acres north
Murray

•Safe & clean
•We sell tko'iies'
•We rent U Hauls
753-9600

Feriae
2 1 acre commercial lot
in L.owes Drive Zoned

NOW LI ASINt
thextroorn Own.
•2
We accept Sectka•
vouchers
Antax Mur Ca; Airab.' Northwood Or

B 2 for Highway business $175 000
291 'A'2

1

Couworicsi 11IM. For IlmA

OFFICE Of retail space
Opportunity
availabie Prime locaTOO 91 800-648-6056 tion 753-2905
293-1480
SMALL tBR non.

o

near

the
Marshall County line
Great building site

545.000 call 293-7872
3 acre wooded lot with
pond in Sartoga Farms
subdivision 293-7872

now no pets
Sa60 mo 753-54,A
AKC BOOM pUIVOIVS.
Favms. Bandies,
Whites 1271354-8337
DOG Obedience
436-2858
SIBERIAN Huskies for

sale' Four beautiful
sokd white Siberian
Huskies looking for a
it references $425 horn. Please call
for
Per rho•S300 security 1270)293-3847
more iniormabon
deposit 759-1987

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

r

•All Size Unit*
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

& hardwood. 3.250-sg.
It 1349.000 293-2582

Lhensed dr Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

USED TIRES
11 15 16 Inch
Starting at S20
mounted
Call 753-5606

Calhoon Construction, LLC

COW

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Nom mama
kr, ('rim & Ind

len
Wehrle

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling etc
Insured

CUSTOM Yard mooring, tnmming. years
experience.(270)8045890.(270)345-2511
ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iotis
you don't have tarns
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

General Contracting
CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

IN"

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
NEED A VEHICLE?
•
wive nonahumc,•3rsa.es Cu
,
270-753-4461
705 S 12th Street
Financing On

Selected Vehicles

97 Dodge Dakota
175 000 mile new
tires, good truck 2937431

Free pack-up/delivery
in Murray 436-2867

ALL Carpentry, remodeling. additions. sunrooms, decks. mobile
home repair, rotten and
sagging floors Larry
Nimrno 227-0587
753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
‘SPHA I.I
Nlitcheli Bros.
Paving
hyr ...us • spa

L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1616 227-0611
1
Lawn
Mowing
Lowest prices
mulch other
services also
227-8658 Cell
YOUR AD
COULD /11
MIKE 1014.
ON! 1 575 00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1918

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Haultng Clean
out garages gutters.
iunk 8 tree work.

sa.•

759-050 I
753-1537

C&C1111011111111
&111110111U116
Rocling.
1),'i &r & Home Repror

(270)753-1499
(731)247-5464

(. ALI (AA Al.
I. AA\ \ st RA ICE

CALHOON'S
Lawn
Care 8 Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng 'Decks
.Vinyl siding .All
Home Improvements
(270978-2111

Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction net

270-293-5824
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GRAVEL, white rock
sand delivered.

753-86742
Cell: 22741726
PAN]
(\
I AA% s.( \ Ir. I

\(Ii

I 'S WASTE
All \T
• weekly di spasm' pickups
•locally owned/operated
7594151 • 293-2783
293-2784

270-436-5507
270-978-21115

• Clean-ups • Mosaing

• Spraying Onions &
Dandelions • Liming

11,111111ton tiranite
Marble
3301 St. Rt 12111.
753-8087

• fertilizing

270 37-4407

11..imilton • 241--il42

METAL ROOFS

Islet Sturan.l. • -•'• I 722

Dera Slone
Coated Steel
Rooting Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mike-Chase Stockwell
759-1085 • 227-6238

JOE'S JOBS

753-1344• 227-5611
Landscaping
& lard Vim),
•Stinsing •Planting
flamers Jr trees
•1( lean nut sheils
•Hauling funk
47,6--7,21;

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,

270-293-0034

HAPP1' BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesda). March 25. 2008:
Partners play an unusually
strong role in your year.
Evaluate before solidifying
these ties -- be it business or personal Should your partner not
be iii syrk. with you, more problems Lould arise I-he undo'duality el each partner defines the
possibilities It sou feel limited
ork mg 11 Itil S4IMO
Onsider
adjusiing the brim' Kerecrillscr,
not es cry agreement is 'mese!'
Brainy ideas Lome in Iron) out
ot lett held trust our 1411Ighlt,
witheut rising long explanations It you .11C single, you will
learn to work with others much
better A relationship becomes
likely through someone you
meet at work It you are
men.heti, really he a team `four
life will show the dillerenke
S(1 WM( understands titi trio
L41:11'

could

MEN For kils
'OWNER FINANCENo credit check. private 3bed ?bath home
in secluded area near
lake Recently remodeled including paint
updated eiectricai
plumbing

127

Tearose Hamlin KY
$595
mu Call Ruth
753-2222

3-BEDROOM. t -bath
1323 Sq-ft Brick
home on 12-acre
1609 Belmont. Murray
Seller relocating One
Car Garage Fenced
Backyard. Original
Harthvood,
Compietery remodeled
on the inside $97.000
270-978-0068
270-205-0794
FOR-SALE: 3-bedMOT.
1200Sq-ft Back home
Orr 1 • 1 14 acres. 4424

641-1'ilorth CHA,
Aopkances. Carport.
Small Greenhouse
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Drive
Patio 2/Room
Workshop. Small
Barn-Outwitting.
Tracsor Carrico•
Chicken Coop.
Storage & Tool Shed
$89.900
615-804-7444

transform
quickly
Interesting ideas come through a
discussion Trust what you are
hearing and act on an insight
Know that you are on a roll
especially if you re teamed up
with a key person

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Visualize much more.
and create some of those flights
of fancy Creativity has a definite

role in your life Respond
accordingly A friend might surprise you Learn to work with this

energy
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Pull back and relax Use
your ingenuity 10 bypass a problem and make getting what you
need done easier Consider delegating much more You might
not have the whole story If you
sense that tact act on it
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*•** Your creativity delights
many especially a child and
other loved ones It you are single the emphasis is on flirtation
and relationships You could be
bummed should you take a
financial nsk Don t even buy a
lottery ticket,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Someone might be playing
with your head You could be
enjoying all the flights of fancy
and lust not care It might be
wise to let this person know that
you know what is happening
Mutual respect rs important here
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep(. 22)
***• Don 1 hold back so
much Your feedback is important even if someone else might
not be happy The unexpected

NEED HELP?
tiandyman Services.

Al) remode
No job too sin
Free estimates.

(270)293-1924

1,111 Ito tliott:11.4,1
1 Calf 55. i utntistA
Nt.'1111,1

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PLUMB Level
Construction

Remodeling
Additions/Decks,
Floors. Water Damage,
Doors, Windows,
Roofing
All
Mobile
Home
Repair
Brick, block.
We're not a handyman.
Insured.
759-4704 or 978-2391

(270)97S-1880

al massage in the comfort of your home, by:
Mn, Terry McKenny,
LMT (270)804-6860 or

MURRAY

e-mail paducahmassage.com

Mowing,

lawn

maintenance.

licensed & insured

Call for free estimates
(270)227-1591.

ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924
SMALL yards to mow

in Murray. Phone
(270)978-2504
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free esti- TRENCHING
mates. Phone 436- 731-782-3951
2562. 227-0267
731-336-5288

BORN TODAY
Conductor Arturo Toscanini
(1867), composer Bela Bartok

(1881), sports
newscaster
Howard Cosell (1918)
•••

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You add that intensity
and insight that others enjoy and

respect Be aware of your limits.
but don't use them as an excuse
Let others see how much you
embody energy and creativity
Solution-finding is easy like that'

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
** Much goes on behind the
scenes, which the wise Sag will
not share You also gain information through your power of
observation
Confusion surrounds communication Clarify
and venty.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Zero in on your priorities.
and only ones that please you
Create more of what makes you
happy Use an unexpected
development or insight for your
well-being and happiness Think
as if you are lucky

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others often seek you
out when they need advice. support or someone to help take on
a burden You on the other
hand don't always accept more
than you have to Remember
that you too have a life
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** If you tune in to your
reactions you will be forced to
take another look at what you
are hearing and perhaps seeing
Detach and gain a better perspective Don't hesitate to fond
an expert or two.

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
tar
,oroua,s eetbout Group Coverage
-oeperoent Cormactors
epereerts and Students
0810,,kiteviative
.err-ciroiovec
,maii Businesses
iutions erth Maces are easy Itle

Robert Billington Jr
270-753-4751

DINORIERA1•••'
Ile* I.* 11.r. •

Anthem.+11

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

SPRING PREPARATIONS: Calloway County High School
students, senior Zach Underhill. left. and )unior Colin Horwood
water plants Monday at the CCHS Green House. The students
are prepanng plants for the upcoming opening of the facility
which is scheduled for April 14.

•Service After Sale r
.Full Ports Dept
'locally Owned &
Operated
PM.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
2 1 2 I. stain `sir vet. • 753-1586

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Expenence

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment

(270)7534749

Westside Veterinary AAHA
Service L.L.P.
awn
lama
lags

MEM
orelltroter nn

1271 Robertson Rd. South
sirarwairestaidevet.com

Y •
we
no
In.
th-

PROFESSIONAL
Massages
serving
Western
Kentucky
counties A profession-

MULCH. double grade
We deliver
(270) 519-0442
where quality and
experience
meet
Schedule
mowing,

By
S

Need a plumber?
Call Mark Fredrick
Licensed
Master Plumber

by Jacqueline Bigar
occurs with others Remember,
instead of beating yourself up.
you can only control yourself and
no one else.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Expenses mount, and you
could be exhausted by more
requests heading in Clearly
something needs to give, and It
isnt you Establish boundaries
and let others know what you
can and cannot do

1

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

437-3044

139 acres near Nov. 'the Star'. Shoo the hind of
Concord Trophy deer Da, lou'll Hate: S-Dynattlic.
and turkey hunting 4-Positite,
125 acres of marAs eraec .. '-..-uu. I Ditlittill
ketable
timber
$275.000 293-7872
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** How you handle a partner

$4900 Down

smoking apt upstaa•
water 11.01 availabt.

SARATOGA IF New
brick home. 4134. 31/2BA , LA. OR,
Kitchen. Sun-room, Me

0111wed

Horoscope

Lilts Property

•Secunty alarmed

NE Ali .,r
1.ke
'•nor• ;BR C al A
'ray
3••••.
(nolo
%VP',t1 y It, to to been
hot
•44,1'
478 091 )

213F1
I BA carpet
rmnitienda
carport
slot age buiScang dean
ideal tor 2 people no
Pats 407 Spas 100)

Italian ttle bath, new
C-H/A, freshly painted

•••• MINIM
erre•••••••

75I 7457 or 227 3054
284 duplex nu.••
C H A appliances
nished Various toca

far Ohat

NEWLY
renovated
38R. large den- could
be 4th BR. 28A. brick
ranch, living/dinning
room, stainless steel
kitchen
appliances.
new beautiful hardwood floors. new

753-2905 or 293-8595

F nova radio station
753-8159 759-98.54

garage No pets

Phone 7"9-4964
Equal Housing

1.1oart•. I rdx,rt ti tropes tars
llotutotnit kot 5t.1oor

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
7668

rent (270)227-7951

Monday
Weanesday Friday

Flee Estate

country. C/GIA, appli-

Ave

appliances Very nice
90213 N 20th 650 00
per mu 753-5344 7520313
2 BR apartment for
1.34

1.11:47
-

b4.44.040444/41444

ApartriontsFor Rent

••••

Murray Ledger & Times

Skims For Ms

drik

Saratoga Springs I,
3B13. 38A, LP( DR,
Kitchen. Sun-room,
2.950 sq It heated.
5289.000 293-2582
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